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time to go to summer school.
. Students with extenuating cir-
cumstances, however, can make
special arrangements. They will
have to submit an appeal to the Of-
flee of the Registrar in order to
register for more than 16 credits.
In addition, McCarthy stated,
there will be restrictions placed on
when students can register.



















Thomas P. McCarthy, senior
, ~, registrar, announced that due to the
USTUDENTS UNITED waL NEVER BE DEFEATED." TIle stlldellts cballted as current budget situation full time
tHy protested tile tDitioD bikes. Istudents will be permitted to enroll
for a maximum of 16 credits fOT the
of what was happening because it physical and throw somebody off Fall 1989 semester.
was hitting the front page of of me." I Mccarthy stated. that due to the
newspapers." "If you're protesting cuts in 'I loss, of appropriations and the tui-
There were some incidents of stu- education, are you supposed to do tion hike being vetoed 7S faculty
dent confrontation, "Things got it with violence? , " asked lines could be eliminated. Each line
out of hand," said Mitchell Marigliano. "I don't understand," Irepresents four class sections. Thus,
Cooper, upper council member, he said. "I think people at Baruch approximately 300 course sections
"but it wasn't our fault. It was like are protesting, just for the sake of may be cut.
the psychology of the crowd." protesting, Dot for the sake of thei'r The Office of the Registrar has
Segall stated that such confronta- feUow students," be added. implemented the 16 credit limit to
tions were a violation of an agree- Baruch W8$ one of the last City avoid problems, said McCarthy.
ment the DSSG had with the ad- University Colleges to join other Students, particularly those hop-
ministration in return for their CUNY campuses which had been ing to graduate in 1990 will be ef-
modest support and promise not to protesting in recent weeks. ,'6A lot fected by this new policy, feels
call the police. of people at Baruch can afford to Diane Wendt. Wendt, a senior ma-
John Marigliano became a victim pay to go, so it took them a little joring in accounting, is concerned
of certain students taking tlUngs in- longer, but we got it together this she will not be able to graduate next
to their own hands. When he tried morning," said Denise Gouveia, a semester.
to enter the 17 Lex. Ave. building Baruch CoUegestudent who attend- AcXording to Wendt, she needs
for Class, he said, "I bad to act ed the protest. : 18 credits to graduate and has no
Possible Faculty
LayoHs









On May 1, approximately 300
students at Baruch College rallied
together to protest a proposed tui-
tion hike, said Joel Segall president
of Baruch college,
The protest, said Boisson, "was
an effort put together by members
of Day Session Student Govern-
ment and concerned students."
Segall doubted that students
would actually protest, he said.
Students who participated in the
rally chanted UStudents united will
never be defeated."
Elroy Pasco, a junior,stated "At
least we're getting some attention.
We've got police out here. We're
hoping we can get a l. ~/camera
down here. We could get some na-
tional attention."
Boisson agree, "The public
media played ~ very important role,
because most of the people in New
York State,' New York City in-
cluding Baruch students w.ere aware
to the April 29 march to
Washington.
This is the fourth time this issue
has been debated in council. Some
council members have stated that
the earlier denial of funds was bas-
ed on racial discrimination. Others
do not agree. Soon after the
meeting ended, the debate escalated
into a shouting match between peo-
ple on opposite sides of the issue.
Michelle Payne, president of the
African Student Association said,
"They [the DSSG] do not represent
our interests. They are denying us
z our money based on religious and
~ political beliefs." She also said,
The City University of New York "'This is just a personal thing to
was hit with an $18 million budget Michelle Payne, presideDt of tbe boost Mitchell Cooper's ego."
cut last week, 10 percent of which, African Student Association. Mitchell Cooper, upper council
$1.8 million, will be cut from I member, said, "I'm disappointed in
Baruch College's budget. As a I Michelle." Cooper added, UI ap-
result of this cut and Governor's I Protesters prove of the appeal because the
Cuomo's veto of a proposed $200 ' I b h
yearly tuition increase, the college II c u , not t e government will be en-
D- t dorsing the principles of thewill "lose around SO positions of 18rnp march."
faculty, student services and i According to Joseph Reiss, upper
custodial help," said Joel Segall, r A ril 25 council member, wben student fees
president of Baruch College. P are collected, a percentage oi the
Segall said the cuts were affecting money is put into an appeals fund
~~s~ativepositions as we~. In DSSG Meetin-. .g which is then distributed to clubs
antJctpatton of the cuts be ,said be - .. . . . according to need. ~ ,
had.hahed five searches for needed HIt does not make a differencei~"~
top administrators.: where the money comes from," "",£:', " '.
"We had five searches going on ' By TONI COLAVITO said Sean Mason, lower council t "
~=e~~:t~~,~ _-aIs:~4:: t~t.Da~.,,~=s:;=$':,.::,t__._-.~·.l·:
are: ~ovo~~, Chairperson of to a h~ duriDg the ApriI"iS~¥un-- "~lubs~ar:e .::~~.~ the'iSsUc,'," Sea MaIM:' pRSidenf elect
.:ucattonl Director of the SEEK cil meeti . COUDCll voted 64 to 'doesn·t seem to be an- . DSSG.
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OP-ED
(
small countries in their quest to
put them into dependence. No
doubt some will agree that
C~rfbbe1ln leaders can evidently
be called stooges.
-~ane .can...:illiUib.fj_ .I.lile._U'iaj' .
the granting·of independence to
the Caribbean· Islands, ex-
clusive of the change in mother
countries,_ can be defined as
"clientele sovereignty" accor-
ding to Kwame Nkrumah when
he spoke of the dangers facing
West Africa. There was a con-
cealed intention in the granting
(Continued on Page A6, Col. 7)
ching to the beat of a different
drum. They ignored· student
leaders p1eas to avoid a con-
frontation with the police and
others threw down Iitter from
the windows. ts it any wonder
that students are not taken
seriously? Protest is not
synonymous with anarchy.
There were also, of course,
those students 'who preferred to
spectate rather that participate.
It can only be assumed that
these students are willing to
pay the possible $200 increase
in tuition and will not mind a cut
in services. They are examples
of the adage, &6lf you stand for
nothing, you'll go for anything."
Tile protest had its faults in
planning and in implementa-
t ion, but overall I was· pleased
with the· turnout, Baruchians
united for a common cause and
made their voices heard. Late
on Tuesday, May 2, Governor
Cuomo vetoed the increase in
student tuition and cutbacks.
All CU NY students deserve a
round of applause because we

























By LEI<iHANN S. LORD
Street. The terms of the take
over were stated in could not's;
1. Students could not prevent
anyone from enteru.q or ~xiting
the building.
2. Students could not interfere
with the jobs of administration
employees.
3. Students could not close the
building.
Is thIs an example of a take-
over or a visit? Since when is a
protest given guidelines by an
opposing fOrce? The function of
any demonstration is to disrupt
routines and get people to
acknowledge the protesting
parties' concerns.
Some students did not want
to alienate the administration
since they claim tobe on the·
students' side. But if they are
really in accord with student
concerns, maybe they should
have been more willing to suffer
a little inconvenience and add
thei r voices to the protest in-
stead of trying to water it down.
While some students earnest-
ly showed their support for a
gOOd cause, others were mar-
Free The Caribbean
MIRACLE ON 238D STREET
On Monday, May 1, I ex-
perienced something that has
never happened before in my
four years at Baruch. The
students got together and
demonstrated on an issue: in-
creased tuition and budget
cuts. It was wonderful to see
fellow Baruchians rally and
stop traffic at the intersection
of 23rd Street and Lexington
Avenue. Baruch Joined the pro-
test begun by City College
which escalated to include 13
out of the 19 .City University
schools, according to television
news reports.
But was it a real protest? Yes
it's true that bun horns were
raised and posters were flash-
ed. Students chanted and stop-
ped traffic. All the physical trap-
pings were present but what
was going _ on behind the
scenes?
To be blunt, deals were made
between the administration and
student leaders. They agreed
when, where and how to run the
protest. Students were allowed
to take over the lobby of the ad-
ministration ~unding on 22nd
Sincerely,
Daniel Nevins
(Continued on Page A6, Col. 5)
article. The main problem With the
article was the feeling that the
author was embarrassed to be a
conservative. The article would
have been much. better if it wasn't
written in such a defensive manner,
constantly having to justify his
beliefs as though it were a crime to
have such thoughts.
As to the matter of David Duke,
he seemed to be embarrassed even
more. It should be known that
before the election it was establish-
ed that only a Republican would be
able to run for office in his district.
It was then that the Democrat
David Duke switched over to the
Republican party, in order to run.
It should also be known that the
majority of voters during that elec-
tion were registered Democrats. So
it wasn't the Republicans thatvoted
. him in. Rather it was the
Democrats, perhaps in an effort to
embarrass the Republicans, as it
seems they have.
However, such a side note is not
the reason for my letter. It is ratber
to inform the editors and writers of
The Ticker that there still are a: few
white people left at -Baruch
(although we still aren't called a
minority group). Perhaps you
should publish a regularly appear-
ing article called "Too Pale Too
Few.:' along side the regularly ap-
peanng "Too Black Too Strong"
articles. Or write about the pro-
blems caused by the great influx of
third nation immigrants both legal
and illegal. Or the problems faced
by Irish immigrants, the problems The Caribbean in the· last two By COLIN ROACH
of whites in a world of racial
quotas, affirmative action and decades has had a change in lions should rightly serve as
other similar racist progiaDlS.- Butpercen~a.ge. The_purge of col- bases to instill and encourage
no, that would make the paper too onlzatron has given way· to what nationalist inspfratlons· which
----"hoftkey~' ~,-. _ -- imperiaJjam_'~---lihould_ provide a new irnf?EJtus
ing the ·infamous double-standard .. -The kidnapping of -th&West~ ~ to JAcJpleRtC8ribbean libera--
which is used so often. dies by the British from Spain tlon from outside forces of our
Now that Baruch has a paper for has now led fo the dependency generation.
the black students, perhaps it's time of the West Indies on the United It is imperative that we realize
to make a totally separate paper for .
the white minority at Baruch. I am States. The winning of In- that if the region's masses are
sure that the blacks wouldn't mind, dependence from the British to experience better conditions
as they seem to have a desire to over two decades ago did not socially, financially or political-
break away from whites as much as spell true autonomy. Actually, it Iy, we are to form the nucleus of
possible. meant economic, intellectual the struggle away from home.
This can clearly be seen by the at- and social dependence. The No longer can we simply accept
tempt of black Americans to have region has now been adopted the pseudonym of &lforeign
themselves called Afro-Americans, by the United States under the students." We are all students
led by the almighty Jesse Jackson, masks of trusteeships and of civics 'while in exile. Neither
just a further attempt to alienate trade agreements. This continu- should we accept the Western
themselves from mainstream
America. I assume that Jesse ing extraction. of Caribbean term "left." We are simply pay-
Jackson plans on leaving Haitians, resources, physical and human, ing a price for our time in exile
Jamaicans and other Caribbean serves no other purpose but towh i Ie studying various
blacks out of his political format, as- destabilize the economy of the disciplines under the umbrella
he already has done to white . region leading it to a fate of of education. Our experiences
Americans. financial dependence. This in this country are tests of our
Now that black, negro and col- breeds unwanted social condi- strengths. We have to be able to
ored aren't enough, I expect many tlons. _accept responsibility at a high
changes from major institutions. The vacuum-cleaner effect of degree of national con-
1be United Negro College Fund, h ad
which ehables negro students to at- t e strategy of the Unit sciousness. This should be at-
tend college who otherwise might States has thus proven sue- tainable after seeing how
not havebeen able to, will now have cessful in its extraction of· retrograde our countries are
to become The United Afro- Jamaican bauxite. Trinidad and becoming. It is we, collectively,
American College Fund. The Tobago'S sugar-cane and oil, who can assist in the moder-
NAACP wiD now be called the .and many caribbean scholars. nization of our people to be our
NAAAAP. Some of these scholars have own masters ultimately.
I know that after reading this let- gone as far as being converfed The fear we hold against
ter many ignorant narrow-minded Into antl-Caribbeanists. challenging the oppressors has
people may view me asa racist. This Nonetheless, the sapping con- to be put to rest. It is naive to
however couldn't be further from
the truth. Although I wrote tlnues ·amld the is.olated conceive that the freedom
"tongueincheek,ttat.manytimesit lessons to be learned. Freedom necessary for Caribbean
was done to get a point across. That oftha region's peoples can no development will be met
is the idea, that all people are longer stem from the so-caUed without confrontation. This Is
created equal and should be treated independence won from· Britain. expected, since the region has -
as such- that is both blacks and The struggle should be one raw materials and other
whites as equals, neither superior to deep-seated In a core of na-: necessary resources super-
the other. tlonal aspiration. These aspIra- powers have keen interests in.
tions can best be spiritually felt One has to note that super-
by those of us who are for- powers have been known
. tunateJy being .exposed to the historically to use treaties and
intellectual mt"lieu we now ex- trade· as tools to ease











chicken necks and watermelons:
black welfare recipients riot after
reports of diminishing food supply
Film at 11.
In this a racist statement? Most
likely a majority of people would
believe so, the sameas I do. If such
a statement resembling this were to
appear in The Ticker, even in a
satiric article, surely the black
students would be up in arms, as
they have the right to be. However,
this will not happen as such an-anti-
black Muslim statement was not
made. Instead, a similar anti-white
Jewish piece was printed in the last
edition of The Ticker. Although I
am not Jewish, nor am I affiliated
with any Jewish organization, I
take offense at such a remark as an
American. -It seems that this has
become an acceptable practice to a
paper which seems to follow the
format of The City Sun.
A time has come at Baruch Col-
lege where anti-white racism is to be
allowed. A double standard exists
in the treatment of white students as
opposed to the black students. The
articles which usually appear in The
Ticker have such a left-wing
"black" overtone that I was simply
amazed to see an article authored
by a conservative. However, I wasa
little disappointed after reading the
Words cannot express the way I
feel about what I have done. I made
a major mistake. A Hbig" mistake.
I ruined a perfect night for you and
your family with my stupidity. I
thank God that Kimberly wasn't
severely hurt on my behalf_I·realize
it's very hard to accept an apology
from me because of the hurt I caus-
ed you and your family, but I wish
. you would take it into considera-
tion. I would have really liked to
apologize to your mother in person,
more than you can imagine. But, all
my efforts were denied, I just
wanteda chance to let your mother
know I made a mistake and I am
not one of those people who can
hurt someone and walk away. I
have a conscience. Being the person
I am, when I realized what I had
done, I went directly to the security
office. I'm not a bad person. I pray
that God will give me a chance with
your mother to let her judge me for
me, not for my mistake.
To Kimberly and family, I hope
you will take my apology into
thought. And may no one else have
to experience that you and your































































The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E. 22 sr., New York N.Y.
10010, Room 301F. All work except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contribu-
tions and letters are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and typesetting by Jae Kim Prin-
ting Co. Inc., 40 W. 22 st., New York, NY
10010. . .
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First day of the Fall
Semester.
Six days prior to the first
day of school.
next issue:
The Day Session Student Government seems to be spending our money in ways that are not altogether
kosher. Student activity fee money, which is comprised of the $50 fee we each pay is going towards
events we may not all support. Even worse, is that these funds, approaching $1 million, which are
supposed to enrich the student life of all, is instead being allocated to enrich the lives of a few: namely,
DSSG members who are also the allocators.
Quotation of the Fortnight
WHAT ABOUT ETHICS?
Right now Mario Cuomo is sitting in his office laughing. For all of the noise of last week's protests,
Baruch's students now have even less than they started out with. What was the point of the protests
then? Sure, we won't have to pay any more, but we are now restricted to a maximum of 16 credits;
we're losing anywhere from 50 to 80 faculty members and Mario hasn't given usa single thing.
The protests were exciting. We all hada chance to be on T.V. We finally proved that there really is a
bit of school spirit buried somewhere deep inside of all of us. These are the good things that came of
the protest and they are admittedly a good base to build on.
We have to keep fighting, but first it might be a good idea to decide just exactly what we're fighting for.
One government member was overheard to say, "Well it's our money." The truth, however, is that it is
not their money. It is in fact money that all students pay which the government is using to benefit its
members, simply because they are the sole allocating body for these funds. What's frightening is that it
seems government members have really come to believe that it is their money and this can be· shown in
the number of "perks" they have given themselves. This includes jackets, lunches at council meetings
and discount rates for members to Leadership Weekend, while all other club members must payout of
their own pockets. This unfortunately represents an extreme abuse of power and a high level of greed
within the government.
-Joel Segall, presid~ntof.BarucltConege
"In my heart I never thought Baruch students would
demonstrate. "
.
In every other respect, however.. the protests were a failure, due primarily to the lack of foresight and
organization.on the part of the student leaders. Instead of wasting time over extending library hours
(and other such miniscule and irrelevant issues) they should have focused on three demands at the most
and stuck to them, instead of allowing themselves to be blown this way and that like feathers in the
wind. -
YOU GET WHAT YOU ·PAY FOR'
Recently, money was first granted, then denied and then finally allocated to fund a bus to a march on
Washington to protest various social issues. This caused quite an uproar as one of the issues indicated
on the flier was support for a free Palestinian State. Many of the other issues mentioned took a liberal
position, which rightly or wrongly, not all Baruch students support. Add to this the fact that the march
was sponsored by different Marxist-Leninist groups, and there can be no doubt that at least some
portion of Baruch students would have objected..The government, however, set its own agenda and
used these funds to support the ideas and beliefs of its members.
In another instance, the government organized a Senior Bash for which it ordered a total of 350 tickets.
Fifty of these tickets were to be reserved for DSSG members. The 300 tickets open to the rest of the
Baruch population at" $30 apiece, quickly sold out. The 50-remaining tickets are being given-to senior,
junior and sophomore government members free of charge. Not only are we as students subsidizing
this, but these underclassmen who are taking away placesfrom seniors are completely negating the idea
of a "senior" bash.
Next year we will have a different DSSG with a chance to break with this tradition of greed. A
challenge is hereby extended to Sean Mason, Wilson Shum and the rest of the newly-elected
go,:,emm~ntmer:tbers to begin a new tradition of thinking first of their constituents and remembering
their role In serving the student body rather than being self-serving.
closing date for ad copy:
___... I
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reason, which is the reason all
the facts point too, would be far
more frightening and would
force us to look at what kind of
world we really have created.
The gang of teenagers who
attacked the innocent woman
were not on drugs. They came
from homes with working
parents. They went to school
and played sports. They were
13~ 14,15, and 16 years old. They
were ki ds. Kids who happened
to go out one night and stab,
beat; kick, punch, rape, rape
and rape an innocent woman 10
near-death. These kids did it
because it was "tun". It seems
a long time ago now, but there
used to be a time when "fun"
meant something different.
"Fun" was playing baseball
or frisbee or handball. Fun was
going to the movies, or wat-
ching TV or riding a bicycle. Fun
was eating candy, ice cream or






She was white, successful, a
28 year old investment banker
who went jogging in central
Park. For this she received a
savage brutal beating and
repeated raping Dy a gang of
black teenagers. Now she is in a
coma and her Iife is ruined.
The media has ten comfor-
table trying to portray this as a
raclally-moti vatec incident
and one can only hope, for the
sake of civilized society this
proves true. At least racism as a
reason to hate and destroy Is
nothing new. At least we can
understand it. Racism is a
failure in our society, it is·wrong
and we try to correct it. Racism
is tangible, we can attack it with
legislation and values. We can
attack it with education and
media. With racism, we know
where the front lines are. So let
the reason this woman was at-
tacked be "racism" and make
her a martyr in the cause to end
racism. To believe in the real
(Continued on Page A6, Col.4)
The analyst must determine if ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
computerization applies and if
it is feasible. If a computer
system is approved, the
analyzation continues in a
structured and detailed ap-
proach. The economic feasibili·
ty is checked every step of the
way. The new and improved ver-
sion has to please even the
most anti-computer skeptic in
the system and still be cost ef·
fective. This may sound like a
tall order, but there is much
more. I'm only scraping the sur-
face of what a systems
analyst/desig ner does. The
good news is these jobs usually
don't include programming!
There are many other careers





tion System Auditor which don't
Involve programming and sound
really Important. Many paths
under a CIS major are available
at Baruch, consult your
undergraduate bulletin now!
When you start worki ng in the
computer field you'll be a
specialist, which brings me to
By MARKO A. STIFANIC
Department of Labor's predic-
tion of a 70 percent increase in
demand for programmers and
analysts. According to PC
Week's 4/15/88 tssue.. "nearly
half (43 percent) of all i nforma-
tion system professionals earn
$50,000 or more a year..." These
salaries are al ready corn-
petitive. Why aren't we ex-
periencing enrollment growth in
our CIS program? The CIS.
department may have a bum
rap; just the other day a pretty
colleague of mine called me a
"Computer Head."
Students don't know what
CIS is all about. It is not Oom-
puter Science. CIS isn't trying to
improve the existing
technology, just apply it. This is
a business study. I'm a CIS rna-
[or and find it to be an ln-
teresting combi nation of the
technical computer skills and
practical business knowledge.
As professor Gordon puts it,
"CIS focuses on' developing
systems which will fulfill the ln-
formation needs of business
organizations." You can't do
that without knowing the
business' needs, goals, oblec-
tives and policies. That is why
the systems analyst/designer is
needed. Suppose the current in-
formation system Is manual?
Holy Spreadsheet Batman,
Computer Information Systems'
majors have dropped to five per-
cent! We If not exactly Boy
Blunder, but it .did make an in-
teresting headline on the Feb.
28 issue of The Ticker. I'm told
the author wasn't working with
a complete survey. In looking ln-
to it further, I discovered the
facts aren't quite as distress-
ing. For the Fall of 1988 nothing
has dropped on the CIS front;
the statistics are actually up for
the first time since 1983 (when
CIS was deemed a major field of
study). Freshmen indicating a
probable career as computer
programmers/analysts were up
a full point to 4:8 percent and
freshmen with the intended mae
jor of CIS are up from .3 to 6.2
percent of the student body.
These percentage are sti II too
low. How can this be? Due to
declining interest in computer
careers ana predictions of labor
demands increasing up to 76
percent by the year 2000, "cur-
rent freshmen can expect to en-
counter a hot market for
computer-related jobs" (tntot-
mation Week, 3/15/87). That
quote is pretty old but the labor
prediction is more recent
(Datamation 9/15/88) and is
about the same as the U.S.
PROTESTS REMINISCENT
OF.'60s
Computer Heads Are People Too
ByRANDELS.STUBBS
To the surprise of many, weren't under the Jurisdiction of African Students' Association
students using direct action for . student leaders who organized President, Charles Locke,
protecting means have arrived the protest and then proceeded Students For Students presi-
at Baruch. As students on the to act in an irrational manner. dent, James West, Wayne_Mcln-
other side of the world protest Under Governor Mario tosh and others are hoping their
over political philosophies in Cuomo's fiscal policies, we face acnons will lead to the meeting
.Bejing, China, Baruch students a multi-million dollar deficit. and the pressure placed on the
.are using direct action in pro- This is a result ofCuomo reduc- Governor will make him recon-
test of a proposed tuition in~ ing city and state taxes some sider his controversial decision.
crease. years ago. The city and state The late Reverend Dr. Martin
For as long as I can were challenged by a recession Luther King said, "If a man has
remember, many students shortly thereafter, which led to not found a reason to die, he
leaders have complained and failure in achieving predicted isn't fit to live". The potent
become frustrated because of revenues. In order to resolve sense of altruism can be
student apathy. It seems that part of the deficit which arose translated to mean you can't
the previously uncommitfed as a result of inaccurate possibly appreciate the things
students can no longer stand by forecasting, the state govern· around you because if you did
and not become involved with ment has' proposed to raise tul- you would focus your life on try-
the externalities of college life. tion $200 dollars for residents ing to improve those conditions.
Now, more so Ulan ever, and $750 for foreign students. While students at Baruch may
students are becoming active By implementing direct ac- not possess such altruism as
because the proposed increase tlon, the students seek to Dr. King did, several are
will effect students where it achieve three distinct goals: (1) sacrificing themselves in hopes
matters most: their pocket- create tension to raise the level of restraining the present tui-
books. of consciousness in a given tion fee. For instance some
On Monday, May 1, a few hun- community (2) begin a neqotla- have passed over exams, skip-
dred of Baruch's students tion process with the opposl- ped classes, slept inside
uniformly terminated traffic at tion, (3) ensure that prior posl- buildings and met with in-
the corner of 23rd and Lex- tions will be modified to be dividuals who are at the top of
ington. People were saying that beneficial to the objector's the administrative hierarchy at
the demonstration was remlnis- clause. Baruch.
cent of the 1960s when students According to Wilson Shum, However, some may stili have
all over the country rallied in chairperson of the Day session found reasons not to become ln-
hope of ending America's in- Student Government's Finance volved, stating it (the hike) really
volvement in Vietnam and gain· Comm ittee, throug h the doesn't affect those (due to
i ng civi I rig hts for all demonstrauons at Baruch and graduate this semester). Never-
Americans, along with other .other city colleges, students art) theless, what directly affects
- . Issues. Finally, after hearing so askrng for the Governor to-meet one individual, indirectly affects
...m'~t9_h_,~QQJ~t .11:'4! _~Q_c i~L.wlth _CI!~.University's Bo~d_of .. __al'_:__.I~e_._~ r~no~n~~ __.__.~_~!.~_~_~-,­
discourse ..of a .. score. ago, DIrectors, who·are opposed to.the Ernest Hemingway .penned a
students experienced the vigor proposal hike. Shum as well as book entitled No Man Is An
of civic disobedience. untor- Frederi ka Watson, DSSG vice













1MB RAM 80286 Processor
1.44 MB Disk Drive
20 MB Fixed Disk, 10 MHz
8513 VGA Color Display





Personal System/2 Model 70
2MB RAM 80.386 Processor
1.44 MB Disk Drive
60 MB Fixed Disk, 16MHz
8513 VGA Color Display
IBM Mouse DOS 4.0
Microsoft-Word 4.0
Microsoft Windows 386
Microsoft Excel Version 2.1
i.oc- Windows Express
save 50%
Special Promotion Price: $2,399
Higher Education Offering
Part #6179148
Personal System/2 Model 50
1MB RAM 80286 Processor
1.44 MB Disk Drive
30 MB Fixed Disk, lOMHz
8513 VGA Color Display
IBM Mouse DOS 4.0
Microsoft-Word 4.0
Microsoft Windows 286
Microsoft Excel Version 2.1
noc- Windows Express
save 54%
Special Promotion Price: $2,799 Special Promotion Price: $4,44
B·ARDCR COLLEGE
Discounts for Students, Faculty, and Staff
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY WITH PRE-LOADED SOFTWARE
inquire at ECC Microcomputer Lab
135 E. 24th St., Room 343
or call Alyssa Domershick at 212-725-3264
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Fitzgerald' and Michael Fox had
some good ideas, said Shum, and
indicated that he hopes to work
with them and their ideas for the
benefit of the students.
Butti said that he was proud that
he, as an unknown independent
candidate, was able to pull more
votes than the Concerned Baruch
Students Party presidential can-
didate Fitzgerald.
"I feel good about that because I
was totally unknown. So it shows
that my efforts paid off, " said But-
ti.
"I think if there was more time I
could've done better," and "I
didn't really realize the ethnic diver-
sity of the school, which was a ma-
jor reason for my loss,' -stated But-
ti. "The real winner was student
apathy in this school," he added.
Sean Griffith, lower council
member-elect, received more votes
than the other council members in
the elections. Therefore, he is ap-
pointed council chairperson.
. \
Sea MuoD, praideDt~t,ad Wlho. SlRaID, vice-presklelli~.
Student Election Results
"If anyone of us won, then the
whole team should follow," he add-
ed.
"I'm just really glad and very
relieved that it's over," Mason
stated. Overall, the campaign was
friendly, he felt, "I would say it was
friendly based on our party," said
Mason. He wanted the U S.A par-
ty candidates to project a positive
image at all times.
Shum, vice-president elect, said
"I feel in an election you never can
expect anything, but if the students
voted by considering past ex-
perience and by records of involve-
ment then it's not surprising that
they chose Sean and myself as well
as the USA party."
"'I'm pretty excited about getting
started this week," said Shum.
Shum added, "I'm just excited
~~Ik~w,n~bero~,we'rein~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and number two that we have good
people working with us."
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(uncontested),
Sean Mason and Wilson Shum of
the United Students for Action par-
ty have been elected as the new
president and vice-president of the
Day Session Student Government.
They will take office at the beginn-
ing of the Fall 1989 semester.
Voter turnout was very low with
only 1,380 students voting. Mason
received 700 votes, and Shum
received 809 votes. The race was not
a close one, Scott Butti, who came
in second for the presidential posi-
tion received only 353 votes.
Butti, however, a virtual
unknown received more votes than
John Fitzgerald, who received 321
votes.
Mason, president-elect, stated,
"I felt we worked very hard on the
campaign." Also, he said that it
was the USA party's policy of
working as a team that enabled him
to win. "We worked as a team.
There was no individual campaign-
ing," said Mason.
AIDS LECTURE
We do not deserve to be pro-
tected by the fine individuals
who comprise our police force.
We do not raise our voices to
support them when they are ac-
cused of brutality by the media
agitators or professional rabble
rousers. This is despite the fact
that they are our sole Iine of
defense against the lawless
barbarians who roam our
streets. Worse yet, we elect
liberal politicians who enact
laws making it impossible for
them to do their jobs. Our
judges make the situation
worse by coddling criminals irr-
stead of throwing the book at
them. There are not even
enough judges to insure deals to
save court ti me wi II not have to
be made.
Nothing will ever change in
New York City. To sum it all up
we are pathetic.
To The Editor:
I appreciate the coverage you
gave to my lecture on AIDS treat-
ment last month at Baruch.
However, I would like to point out
a number of inaccuracies in Sammi
Perez's piece. "
First and most importantly, I
never stated that "the main purpose
of Gay Men's Health Crisis is to en-
courage people to get tested," That
goal is far from the agency's mis-
sion. GMHC exists to provide sup-
port to .peopIe with ·-A1DS,- to
educate people about the disease
and to advocate for people with
AIDS. The decision to be tested for
antibodies to HIV is intensely per-
sonal. GMHC's policy is that each
individual should consider the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of lear-
ning one's HIV status and make his
own informed decision.
The laboratory tests I mentioned
that yield white blood cell counts
and measure other secretions of the
immune system are not diagnostic.
They are indications of the state of
the immune system. These tests can-
not "confirm a diagnosis of AIDS
or classify a person with the HIV in-
fection." They can help a person
who is HIV infected to monitor
their immune system.
I did not say that uHIV
system at ically destroys bodily
systems," but that HIV
systematically infects certain white
blood cells.
Concerning prevention of PCP, I
did not state that AZT.is believed to
prevent this infection. During my
talk, I did detail other preventive
medications. like Bactrirn, Dapsone
and aerosolized pentamidine. Also,
I did not characterize AZT as the
antiviral "hold[ing] the most pro-
mise," but said that it is the only
drug licensed for HIV infection and
currently proven to be effective.
Finally, when I was discussing the
drug regulatory process, I said that
it "may" take 9-10 years to license
a drug. This period of time is not re-
qui red to take drugs through all the
stages of licensing.
As these issues are of tremendous
importance to the people who are
personally affected, I thought it was




GMHC, Department of Medical
Information.
COMPUTER
side and tell them they are hur-
ting the cause of racial harmony
in New York City.
a score ago tuition within CUNY
was free.
Politicians now envision tui-
tion approaching close to $1000
..-" _. - _. - .. - -. ..
for residents and a few thou-
sand lor foreign students. The
federal government has con-
sistently reduced its expen-
ditures for funding higher
education. If the tuition con-
tinues to be raised, while the
federal government reduces its
support, where will the money
come from to cover the
marginal costs individuals must
produce in order to obtain a
hi~her education? If we don't
place some pressure upon the
politicians to halt the hike,
some of us will not finish our
educations because we don't
have the necessary resources.
because they are bored. And our
youth, our hope for the future-
they think rape is fun.
The root cause of the crime
has little to do with media
agitators or professional rabble
rousers like AI Sharpton, the
voting public is the cause. For
too long we have lived like
ostriches burying our heads in
the sand hoping the predators
wou Id leave us alone. We pro-
test the construction of jails in
our communities. Moreover, we
permit some individuals to
stand on soapboxes and cry
racism every time a police of-
ficer tries to do his job. We elect
liberal governors like Mario
Cuomo who repeatedly veto the
death penalty, the only tool
society has to remove these ver-
min from our midst permanent-
ly. This is despite the fact that
the overwhelming majority of r--------------
New Yorkers favor the death
penalty. I do not think Mario
Cuomo believes his own
arguments against the death
penalty. Perhaps he is more in-
terested in his American Civil
Liberties Union rating than in
the health and safety of his con-
stituents.
the only drawback of a CIS
study. What if after five to ten
years (or sooner) you get sick of
computers and systems? You
might be in a bind to learn new
skills or be in an unhappy situa-
tion.
But if you don't get sick of
computers, job opportunities
for grads with a CIS degree are
expected to boom. This was my
initial reason for deciding on
this major. Landi ng a good pay-
ing first job with the promise of
upward mobility is great. In the
long run it isn't everything. Per-
sonally I have to like what I'm
doing. Debugging a program is
not a "walk in the park," but it's
a challenge you can sink you
teeth into. I like such
challenges.
RAPE
Island. The book states that no
individuaJ is an entire island
within himself, but every person
is part of a whole, a piece of the
main. Most importantly we all
are dependent on each other
whether we like it or not.
For those who still found ex-
cuses to not become involved in
the protest in some way or
another, you still way be af-
fected by the increase now or in
the future. You may have
children and want to send them
to a school within the CUNY
system, however the cost will
probably be astronomical by
then. This may sound farfetch-
ed and unrealistic, but just think
oblivious to the plight of the
worki ng poor, it doesn't make
good copy. The only time the
public hears of the cri mes of
these slimeballs is when they
inflict their venom on a white
person, because it sells papers.
The fact that these thugs are
black and Hispanic should not
taint the honor- of blacks and
Latinos. Are Jews less human
because of the crimes of Meyer
Lansky and Ivan Boesky? Does
the fact that the mafia is com-
prised of individuals primarily
of Italian ancestory blemish the
reputation of Italians?
However blacks m ust not ac-
cept the antics of Sharpton,
Kuntsler, Maddox and Mason.
The outrageous and scandalous
behavior of these individuals
may lead some into believing
the black community condones
crime upon whites. In fact the
only ti me the black community
is seen as condemning crime is
in cases like Howard Beach or
the apocryphal Tawana Brawley
affair; cases where blacks are
victimized or allegedly victimiz-
ed by white people. It is time for
David Dinki ns or Charles
Rangel to take Sharpton, Kunt-
sler, Mason and Maddox on the
PROTEST
pizza. Though this idea of "fun"
was probably not the same as
your idea of "fun", I could count
on some similarity. I knew that I
would never consider rape,
assault and the outright
destruction of a human Iife-
"fun" Until the incident in Cen-
tral Park, I would have bet on
your agreement with such a
statement. Now I'm not so sure.
That's frightening.
It is because of such things
we have become the unhappiest
culture ever seen by man. The-
most technologically-advanced
society in the earth's history
and our population 'becomes
more illiterate by the hour. The
wealthiest society in history,
and yet there is an ever-growing
number of poor. The most enter-
tained society through
mediums such as TV, VCR and
CD, yet mill ions do drugs
homes. There was no evidence
of drugs.
Some people seem to focus
on the racial aspect of this
crlme. Earl Caldwell, Jimmy
Breslin and Richard Carter
seem to write about little other
than race. Sharpton, Kuntsler,
Maddox and Mason need to'
create racial incidents from or-
dinary crime to stay in the
press, Media coverage of these
individuals is a function of
derived demand. Racism sells
tabloids, so the media places a
racial spin on crime stories. The
public also likes to be outraqed;
so the media seeks out bizarre
individuals like Kuntsler and
Sharpton to make good copy.
erime is intolerable and it
should be inexcusable
regardless of the race of the
perpetrator or victim. The liberal
excuses tor these hideous
crimes (poverty, race, broken
family and race) are unaccep-
table. Acceptance of these ex-
cuses is an insult to all those in
desperate poverty who strugg Ie
honestly to make ends meet.
The honest. poor fight for sur-
vival in the face of the horrible
mutant predators. However,
the average person is
and Jomo Kenyatta were all
together in England as student
activists. Who could have im-
agined that they would later
become. national vanguards in
their respective countries'
struggles for freedom? It is from
these great roIe models that we
must learn and realize that we
are potential vanguards also.
Ouremulation should not rest in
simply knowing what they did,
but also how these greats
achieved thei r goals. What is
the value of our acquired
knowledge if we cannot take it
back to the masses of our
native lands to share it with
them?
The West Indies must be able
to maintain its world-renowned
serenity. This can be ensured
only when we are ready to ac-
cept responsibility by taking up
that armor of nationalist aspira-
tions. The time is now. May I
reiterate that the policy of col-
onizers and imperialists is to
keep the native in his primitive
condition in order to make him
economically dependent. Our
unfair Caribbean education
system is strong evidence of
this. As young developing in-
tellectuals, we must now unite
on common ground to take ad-
vantage of our multi-national
mix in laying down a new toun-
dation.
As West Indians abroad, we
have to accept the fact that the
region's population is being
reduced to economic slavery
and degraduation of which it
must be freed. This freedom can
be achieved by political educa-
tion and proper organization of
ourselves. Let our new focus on
the Caribbean be one for self·
management, exclusive of the
outside interference in
domestic affairs.
CRIME AGGRAVATED BY APATHY
By MICHAEL J. BLUSTEIN
OP-ED'
There is a disease devouring
the citizens of New York City.
The most obvious symptom of
thi s disease is that horrific
crimes like the infamous Cen-
tral Park rape are a part of our
daily lives. However. other
symptoms are open drug deal-
ing and prostitution, political
corruption and racial
divisiveness. The disease is
called apathy.
New York City residents have
no one to blame for the current
state of the city. " is ironic that
the name of the jogger was
never revealed. In two or three
weeks we would have forgotten
it anyway. Some new act of
savagery wiIJ be the focus of our
attention. How many of you
remember the names
Eisenberg, Reynolds, Levin,
Hanson and Byrne? We have
grown accustomed to living
with such attrocities.
The crimes perpetrated on
the jogger were perpetrated by a
group of mutants. No excuse
can ever justify this crime. Four
of the accused live in the
Schomburg Plaza, a middle-
class oasis in the desert of
poverty we call Harlem. Few of
the accused came from broken
CARIBBEAN
This can be supported by
today's client-state conditions
of the regi()fl to the United
States. This realization should
form the premise for our reason
to struggle. The frequent visits
by the International Monetary
Fund to the Caribbean are
evidence enough that we are
controlled by outside forces.
Isn't this dependency parallel to
the region's regression in this
decade?
The concept of "dependency"
was coined by Brazilian
sociologist Fernando Henrique
Cardosa. Cardosa helped to link
the economic and political
analysis. The beneficiaries of
development were linked direct-
Iy with those who make the
decisions. He went on to ex-
plain that dependency simply
states that crucial deci sions are
made not by the countries that
are being "developed" but by
the foreigners whose interests
are carefully safeguarded. Car-
dosa further explained that
economic power can be used by
foreigners to buy political
power in the countries they
penetrate. This can be
translated Into political
pressure by the metropolis or
even military intervention. All of
this obviously led to distortion
of economy and policy of these
now dependent countries. It is
out of this dependency we as a
people should channel our na-
tionalistic aspi rations. Why must
we believe we cannot manage
our own affairs?
Returning to the "vacuum im-
perialism" I speak of, we in exile
must begin to formulate our
strateg ies for our survival as a
region. The late national leaders










Yes. I believe a student shouldbe
allowed at liberty to attend or miss
classes. It is the student's right, but
it is his/her responsibility to learn
the material adequately. After all
we're adults and OUf choices should
be upheld.
Students are paying for the
courses, therefore it should be up to
them how many times they attend
class.
No, because then we wouldn't
fully understand the course. You
may have a book, but will we be
able to understand it all? Go to
class.
. _.. ---------.-...;...-:.._-----











Yes, I do agree because you never
know when there will be an
emergency. A student should be the
one to judge how many absences




I think students shouldn't be ab-
sent from class when they feel like
it. If there's an emergency at home,
at work, then it's acceptable.
Students should come to school.
This is college/and it's very impor-
tant for our future.
I definitely think we should have
more than four absences a semester,
because that's ridiculous! This is
college and it's supposed to be a
change from high school because.
we're adults and it's up to the stu-
dent to be responsible enough to
cover the work and to do the
reading regardless of whether they
show up or not.
,. '..... ~_.-..,~. .t ••••
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sity, allowing parties to run later
and increasing library,' gym and
pool hours. Boisson inquired as to
whether students and faculty in-
volved in the May 2 march at the
World Trade Center would receive
blanket amnesty. Segall replied,
"It's not something I want to get in-.
volved in." He stated that this deci-
sion should be left up to each pro-
fessor.
When asked if Segall himself
were a student now, would be pro-
test the tuition hike, he said, "Yes,
but in a different place. They're do-
ing the wrong thing to get what they
want." He added, UWhat happen-
ed at Baruch is in part because of
real anger and peer pressure. In my
heart I never thought Baruch
students would demonstrate. It isn't
that they're apathetic, it's that they
work like hell."
Segall and the protest leaders
discussed-the attempted takeover of
the Administration Building and it
was decided that several
demonstrators would occupy the
building overnight. Said Segall, "If
you want to stay overnight that's
fine. If you want us to bring you
coffee that's fine too." The
studentsslept in Segall':; office.
Other students present at the
meetings included Apollo Mathew,
lower council member of the Day=Session Student Governrnent;
Z Michelle Payne, president of the
·fa African Students' Association;
~ WIlson Shum, chairperson of the
~ DSSG's Finance' Committee;
~ Frederika Watson, vice president of
~ the DSSG and James West, the ad-







Ainsley Boisson, president of tile
DSSG.
possibility of implementing courses
or teachers reflecting student diver-
T1leTkker
In response to these allegations
Segall said, uThere are classes in
that building (17 Lexington Ave.).
There are people who want to at-
tend them and I don't want you to
stop them. He later said, UI think
there's been a violation of this mor-
ning's agreement."
The student leaders assured
Segall that they were doing their
best to keep things under control.
Said one, "We are doing it to the
best of our ability." However, dur-
ing the meeting, Segall received a
phone call informing him that the
fire alarms had been pulled in III
E. 18th S1. Said Boisson, "We
specifically told them not to do
things like that."
Segall spoke of his concern over
this type of incident and said,
'6Things like this damage the image
(of Baruch)." He said that Baruch's
students are viewed as 6'serious and
committed" and the handling of the
demonstration "suggests they're
not all that serious." He also told
the group that a geographical error
was made in choosing the protest
site. "We don't have control," he
f said." The control's in Albany."
Another important item discuss-
ed was a list of request made by the
protest leaders. One request called
for more and better student ser-
vices. Segall said that the students
were losing sight of the issue at
hand. "Listen to it outside," he
said in reference to the demonstra-
tion. "It has to do with the tuition
increase. I agree with you. You
don't have an .argument from me
!3., :II: about the level of student services. I
:~ ~ just wish you wouldn't confuse the
> ~ two issues."
.•,:.il'S¥J!t 2: In a later meeting, the students
S questioned Segall on issues such as
~ the lack of tenured women and
Joba MarlgllaJlo, Barucb studellt. ~ minority faculty members, the -
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rights of others, vandalism or
destruction .. , Many students
reported that they were harrassed
and prevented from entering or ex-
iting the main building. One stu-
dent, John Marigliano, said that an
attempt was made to physically stop
from entering 17 Lexington Ave.
When he forced his way in. a fight
ensued.







Student organizers of Baruch's
demonstration against a proposed
tuition increase met with President
Joel Segall on May 1. during the
protest, to voice their opinions and
concerns.
Between 10 and 20 students con-
vened at various times that after-
noon in Segall's office, in meetings
that at some points became chaotic.
The president's office is located in
the Administration Building, 135 E.
22nd St. a prime takeover target of
the organizers.
The main item on the agenda was
Segall's concern over the way the
organizers were handling the
demonstrations outside 17 Lex-
ington Ave. and III E. 18th St.
Segall made an agreement with
Ainsley Boisson, president of the
Day Session Student Government,
earlier that morning, that he would
not hinder the students' efforts
unless "forced" to.
He said, "I said I would not in-
terfere with you or invoke the police
unless there was harrassment , in-















5 A reception and workshop for
.0. Liberal Arts and Sciences freshmen
will be held on Thursday, May 18,
1989, 17 Lex. Ave., Rm. 1604, at
12:45 p.m, Come meet fellow
students and liberal arts staff.
Counselors will be available for
help in curriculum planning and
guidance. Refreshments will· be
served. To find out more, call
725-3228 or stop by Rm. 1503, 17
Lexington Ave.
"ell Wert........, Yke "".,•• for
R¥eIopmna.
'NEWS
ing a group- to help in combating the
high dropout rate at the college for
Blacks and Hispanics and to pro-
vide undergraduate students With
academic and career guidance.
After months of deliberations the
college refused to give recognition
to the BHAA as an autonomous
body since it would go against
Baruch policy of non-
discrimination. The Black and
Hispanic ad-hoc committee
responded by filing a lawsuit on Oc-
tober 9, 1984. The case has been in
litigation ever since having gone
through the District and Appeals
courts respectively. All along, the
administration has remained silent
.on the issue citing the reason that
"the case is in litigation."
The case will be argued in June
and a decision will be reached
sometime in the summer or during
the fall semester.
the group might advocate on issues
of affirmative action in the college,
in direct contradiction to the First
Amendment. "
The plaintiffs are also filing a
O;'d~aging confidential memo"
written by Baruch vice-president
Stephen Wertheimer in which he
calls the group "the least capable
group of graduates one could
assemble if one were put delin-
quently to task." In this "confiden-
tial" memo which was titled "Off-
.White Paper on the Black-Hispanic
Alumni Matter," Wertheimer said
that "a specific or subtle .directive
to accede to a BHAA initiative,
would render the City University of
New York' executive leadership
seriously diminished in autonomy
and authority." He went on to say
that the BHAA could be
characterized as "sloppy and at
worst devious" and that "they may
riot have the strength to live, but
they could be strong enough to
die." Wertheimer refused any fur-
ther comments on the case or on the
"Off-White Paper" since the case
was "in litigation."
David Cole, the attorney
representing the BHAA said that
the newly discovered evidence
"demonstrates very clearly that
President Joel Segall and Wer-
theimer deny recognition to the
BHAA because of their race and
this is not a permissible rationale"
since it is "an explicitly racially bas-
ed decision."
Joseph Sellman, chairperson of
the Black and Hispanic group said
that ' rail we ask is fo be treated
equally. All we have received is op-
position, to our cause."
The pending case first reared its
head in 1982 when an ad-hoc com-
mittee headed by Sellman informed




The press release stated that the
college administration denied
recognition to the Black and
Hispanic group vbeeause, "Presi-







The Baruch Black and Hispanic
Alumni group has filed new
evidence with the U.S. District
Court in the ongoing litigation with
Baruch College. If successful, the
school will give recognition to the
Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association to operate as a
legitimate branch of the Baruch
alumni, both financially and in
terms of legal incorporation.
In a statement that was em-
bargoed for release on May 1, the
Center for Constitutional Rights,
which is representing the Black and
Hispanic group, said that "the new-
ly revealed evidence supports the
claim that Baruch College
discriminated against them on the
basis of their race and race-focused
interests." The press release went
on to say that despite the fact that
Baruch College refused to recognize
the Black and Hispanic group,
because they preferred to have "a
single alumni association at
Baruch;'; in 1984, Baruch,
"recognized and gave substantial
fi hancial support to three other
~9, 1989
"Anybody who observed the
[DSSG] vote [on April 25] saw that
it was racially motivated, " said
Lockley.
Rosemary Repole, upper council-
member of the DSSG and Lip Sync
organizer, said that the students
had a right to voice their opinions
and that they did it in a peaceful
manner. "Students had a right to be
mad," she said, "but at least they
got the money; they should be hap-
py."
The Students for Students
members gave out flyers at the Lip
Sync saying:, uSay 'no' to the Lip
Sync; attend the Caribbean F~
Festival and the Gospel choir's
Musical Festival."
en Repole said that she asked for
.' f more security because, elIt was my
.;-4!i responsibility.. I had to make sure
.. .~ ': . everyone would be safe." . .
~ The Students for Students club
~ goal is to "assist and encourage new
~ and incoming students to .excel
academically as well as socially;
however our club will remain open
to the entire Baruch community,"




Because of the racial tensions in-
volved in the recent march to
Washington issue, the Students for
Students Club boycotted the Day
Session Student Government spon-
sored Lip Sync show on April 27,
according to Charles Lockley,
president of' the Students' for
Students club.
(cont~!L!~ntPage) I. ..... .. . . ·
Lrorarbn. STUDENTS PROTEST ~
Department chairpersons in both
~~:~~~l~:s:;:::r~~~dt~~~ DSSG SPONSORED
to plan reductions in offered course .
sections. .
"The story we were told was that LIp· SYN'C
we were to cut 10 percent of. the . .
number of sections to be offered
without reducing the number of
students," said T.R. Frazier, chair-
person of the History Department,
"We were told to plan our fall
schedules around this," he said.
Dr. Conrad Berenson, chairper-
son of the Marketing Department
cepted fewer students this year than it
to reduce course sections and cut
back on secrataries," he said. uQb_
viously, n Berenson explained,
uwe'll be able to do less. There will
be less teaching, less of
everything. "
To compensate, ~uch has ac-
cepted less students this year than it
normally would have said Segall.
uWe only took up to the third
allocation from CUNY
admissions," he said, adding,
"Last year we took six
allocations. "
Despite this. it is likely that
juniors and seniors can expect dif-
ficulty during Fall registration ob-
taining the higher level courses they
need.
c'lt seems to me that the major
impact of this will be on the number
of sections to be offered," said
Frazier. "The impact of that is that;
it will be more difficult for up-
perclassmen to get thier classes to
graduate," he said.
"When we do get resources,"
said Segall, "we put them into
strong faculty. I can't pretend to be
happy."
a second session could be im-
plemented this summer, however,
due to the recent budget problems it
is impossible.
Thomas P. McCarth~,· senior
registrar, said the proposed pro-
gram will consist of two summer
sessions each four to five weeks
long. Also, a three week winter in-
tersession is being considered.
McCarthy feels that these addi-
nonal courses could increase the
overall availability of classes.
Dean of Students, Samuel J.
Johnson, felt that the additional
session is important· because it
allows students to graduate within
four years in a more realistic and
systematic manner.
Students want these programs.
Brad Huspel, a graduating senior,
said that the program could have
allowed him to complete his studies
much sooner if it had been available
to him when he entered the college.
Also, it may have made scheduling
classes around his job schedule and
allowing for courses with heavy
time demands a little easier, he said -,
There are difficurties in fitting
these sessions into the academic
calendar, according to McCarthy.
There . are holidays and official
school closings that make schedul-
ing these extra sessions difficult.
The winter intersession, for ex-
ample, will be extremely short
because of the number of holidays
in January. Students have to learn
the same amount of material in
three weeks that they would nor-
mally have a full semester to learn.
Having two short summer ses-
sions and a winter intersession, Mc
earthy further stated, will require
careful course consideration. He
feels, certain classes will not be ap-
propriate to such short periods of
time and this will; influence which


















According to the Vice-President
for Administration, David Green,
rumors of a second summer session








UI believe that the student
80vcmment 'should have given the
money. It should not have lODe
through appeals, " said Ricardo
·Hope-Crichlow, senior and former
president of the West Indian Cub.
'1"1 don't think that when the
pemment gives money it [DSSG]
.is for or against issues."
j. The march waS !p:)oscrt'd by theCampaign fot a 'People's. filhtback,' a branch of the. AD-
Peoples Congress which is an
C•••da OI'pDimtion based on the theories
of·Marxism-Leninism. .
(Continued From Front Page) A reception to honor Mother
---.:-----------f'Qara Hale and to donate to her the
roceeds of the Support Hale
House Kids fund-raising campaign
will be held in the third-floor of the
135 E. 22nd Street Building on
uesday, May 9 from 4pm - 6pm
A limited number of ,. persons
may attend and so prospective at-
ndees are asked to sign up at the
Student Center for the event.
Anyone who has not already con- .
tributed to the Support Hale House
Kids campaign may still do so. .
(Continued From Front Page)
DSSG
Students wiD be grouped and allow-
ed to register based on certain
criteria: Their degree status,
whether they are seniors, juniors,
sophomores or freshmen, and
whether they are part-time or full-
time students.
He further stated, that if any
classes are still open after Thursday,
August 31, students will be permit-
ted to exceed the 16 credit limit and
for an additional course.
IDle.... C........'lter._'Ir..
Roald M. Auoa, auodate deu of
students.
The issue was resolved when a







e..t Ai.... dInctor oi ....... ..
tlYldes.
pay the increased security costs
through September', 1989, when the
board will reconvene to address the
subject.
... _Ay.1man responded, '0;1 aal-.UQCOID-.
fortabJe sJ)eftdiftgmoremoney on




At a meeting of the Student
Center Board, held May 2, the
board objected to paying the in-
crease, which would not result in
any increase in security coverage for
the building. Because the Student
Center operates" 08 a separate
budget from the college, receiving
its funds primarily from student ac-
tivity fees, it also must contract for
security separately from the college.
The increased cost of security con-
tracts" would represent approx-
imately 20 percent of the Student
Center's budget.
Because other expenses have
already been cut as much as possi-
ble, according to Aylman, the cost
would have to be taken from the
center's unallocated reserve, which
is used for expenses incurred after
funds are received from the fall,
spring and summer registration
periods. As a result, the Student
Center could be left with a shortfall
at the end of the year, necessitating
layoffs and a decrease in services.
Currently, the Student Center has
a contract for 256 man hours of
security coverage per week at a cost
of S95,OOO, and receives the services
of two security guards at all times,
except for Fridays, when there are
four guards. A suggestion was
made by Associate Dean of Students
Ronald M. Aaron that the Student
Center recontract for security with
another company. However,
Aylman pointed out that currently
the building receives extra services
at no charge, while another com-
pany might charge extra for the
same services and stated, "If we get
into a what we pay is what we get
scenario, we'll be screwed." Rona
Ostrow~ Board member, suggested
that the center pay'the increase, but
shut down-services to create a situa·
tion where students and other facul-









Heary McL'-"', director of IeC1IlIty.
A $20,000 increase in the cost of
obtaining security contracts .for the
Student Center for the 1989-90
academic year could be at the ex-
pense of the center's other services,
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Back then,. colonists threw their
junk down their commodes. I bet
old Ben never dreamed of the
treasures he would leave behind in
his pit toilet.
In 3089 a.d., it is only. natural
then to expect art history students
to gaze at slides of the relics
recovered from the Fresh Kills site.
Students will take notes as their in-
structor analyzes the items used in a
est:
0-
New York Tfma IDDSic critic JOD ParaIes IIP"'Jrtna at tile loa•.
surprising. n . - bands that try to copy what has
Pareles also advises that in order already been out. He says that if an
_to be.a:-~ ;,R1usic c;ri!iS .¥ou ~ve album has the. words-.city.. and night
to be..~_of...VIhj are they printed on the 'cover, be doeS not
_~]',= L.• )OiL..... Is.•hdC-..wids jt ..lu.ca.. yet!.kfl&w.
'fieiii~":i_.*:.I._~rII!IF..eltNlil"We'-'mwPY about
asks .. ~~~~CoIiIiD8".' ~'WIiO-tsOlit'i1idte citY, at
from?.··r..·:it:-~~.:01It of r·J'.~~..W6atbehasnot
so~,biIIcment.'.ir¥!.::-.;. fOUlJd'~1 says that "You
recorded It on a TDK tape, or doeS can't teW'i ~"·thiRJfrom Rock
it c~ from the' most expensive 'n Rotl until you hear it. " And that
studio In L.A.? is why he believes that "Rock 'n
Pareles says that he despises rock - (Continued on Poge 84)
an
Today, however, this 'Big Apple tale, clouds have them and so do
gloss has paled as the Big Apple has He~ty '~Steel-Saks."
thrown its cores and other garbage In ~e year 3089-A.D., Fresh Kills
at the island. 1951 idealism and wil,,&e an archaeological goldmine.
good intentions have been replaced ' With the combination of modern
by 1989 rats and refuse. . engineering skill to keep the water
By 200S A.D., city sanitation of-" out of the sanitary landfill (curtail-
ficials predict the garbage mOUJJ9:1lt -ing leachate and with it, further
Fresh Kills to climb 50S feet i~o the waste degration anyway), ar-
air and weight almost SO,.milIion liferation of plastics within Fresh
tons, dwarfing the great.-EaYPtian Kills (most impervious to
,"--- #- b iodeg.r at io n anyway), ar-
I chaeologists.. anthropologists, and
.. ~ the g8rbilge' :ve~st=o::Or=~h~~ ...Fresh ... Kills·
.,,-:~tn.O#iiId.at.. disposal. will be An .I .: . . Leachate is the brown liquid that .,_._,"~__._..!6J_:"":;'_
~;r~/~:::~; ~~~~i~~J.[arCh~~/~
~d Kbufu. drinkable. Degration is garbage society's everyday life, epitomes of
And, ... writes New York Times decomposition. its true culture. And, with ODe of
reporter. Richard Severo, Uft will Already in America's short the slides the instructor is destined'
rival even the Creations of nature history, one century's junk has -to saY. uHere"is a classic exampleof
and will be the tallest mountain on become another' s m useum the great throw-away society of late
tOe Atlantic coast.betWeen Florida ~es. Just tI'8~ t~~~ . 20th century AIBa'kae Theift-you
and a cluster ofhigbermountains in of BeD Frankhnrs· bome- in - see bete-..~ aD Ulira-··
Maine..•" PbiIadeIphia. Nearby, you'H- fiDd a Pampers Plus aDd....used in' the
It sounds ominous, doesn't it'? museum filled with cups and plates boDdiDa procea bet... JOUDa






.Pareles caDs hjmself a critic, not
a journalist. He-says that there is .a
difference between the two. Jour- -
nalists are reporters, who go out
and tell what happened. Critics, tell
if what happened is any good or








sound in abstract terms. "
When Pareles got out of college,
he wanted to buy and hear all the
music that was coming out. He
~rote a critique for an unpopular
. magazine, which was published,
and got him a job offer in New
York, earning $ 9,000 a vear,
While editing, he 'wasalso free-
lancing. He worked for the Village
Voice, and then started working as
a summer replacement at the New
cient shrine that contains relics."
However, a few clever Baruch
students are wise to this game. They
know a landfill when they see one.
And, they realize that "relic" is the
academic term for the junk of anti-
quity that has survived the test of
time. They reason that "high, holy
days" were probably on Tuesdays
and Thursdays when the relic men
came around to collect the old relics
and bring them over the burial at La
Venta.
The students from Staten Island,
however, are especially sensitive to
this slide of La Venta. Some of
them begin to wonder if art history
professors in the year 3089 A.D.
will refer to their island, specifically
"Fresh Kills," as an "ancient '
shrine that contains relics."
Fresh Kills, a 3000-acre·site on
the island, has been home to New
York City garbage since 1948.
Three years later, the landfill was
christened by then Oty cQJIIIttuc-
lion CoordinalQr Robert~~and
his colleapes .. beiJII> ..at once
pradical~ ..ideali,*.':'· -Addina,
''1be' Fr. Kills,' f ·'1. project
cannot fail to afIid'ea-ttuctively a
wide area~.•.•' .










coast of present day Mexico, thriv-
ed over twenty centuries ago as an
acropolis for the ancient Olmec
people. In this city of the gods, used
only on "hiIh holy days;' a huge
dirt mound rises in the south part of
the city. The mound dwarfs all the
structures that neilbbor it. 1be in-
struetof tells the class that the
mound is supposed to be •'an·8Il-
Picture this: Baruch College,
1989-art history students stare
endlessly at slides of the world of
first century Meso America. As their
instructor drones on about the
slgmfiamceof~~s~tu~md
jade ax blades, a slide of the city of
La Venta appears on the screen.
La Venta, located on the Gulf
May 9,1919
An~ Sdnrimmer, Diane Leppek and Chris Ward.
TIle Ticker
Editor-in-Chief· Caidin Mollison" News Editor to be-
Toni Colavito.
Bottom row from left-Glen Spangler, Unda Zuecb, Toni Colavito, Diane Leppek, Rita Leaby, Maria Uu,
Holly Hittmu, Michael Blustein, Dianne Vardon, Marjorie Surprise .
Top row from left..Jobnny Tse, Edward Asante, Caitlin Mollison, Nexar Cedeno Martin Starkey, Mickey
Kramer, Matt Aubry, Roberta Rausaw, Kevin M. Dsmes, William Saint Loois.
~~~~~~~~~"'~~~~~~,
The Ticker Staff wishes you a
HAPPY SUMMER!.!
Join us May 19, in Rm. 30' f for











As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of$2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,OOO-or more
-for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.· "'.>J~..
THE GUA]?~D."c~C~~W-.:~J-~. ~~~n.,-~,~~
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college..
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
furlittlepa~ .
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a yp
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college
Because I joined my local AnT
National Guard.
They're the people who help '.
state during emergenCles like hurri
canes and floods. They're also an .
important part of our country's m!
defense. .
So, since I'm helping them G-
an important job, they're helping




Kerr admits, he has the habit of
May 9, 1989·
eavesdropping on other people's
conversations. He said that the
women were talking about what
'they would do if they had Mel Gib-
son in bed.
A waiter, a male. came over to
the table, and he must have
overheard the topic of their conver-
sation for he told them, "Well I
know what I'd do if I had him in
bed!"
1984
to only three weeks' study time.
The Retau ~OCIC:lY -ponsored a Spr-
ing Markel xa.c and ·,-:1 up tables to
sell jeans. cakes. cookies, stamps,
candles, tacos and jewelry. The
Ticker said. "Nol only was the fair
a financial success; bu. a good part
of the student body participated.
-Compiled by Caitlin Mollison
Po Sit, of the now defunct
Baruch Independent Party, was
elected president of the Day Session
Student Government in a marginal
victory over Garfield Hall of the
United Students For Action Party.
BlP all in all captured 17 positions
while USA managed to snare 14. A
referendum to- amend the DSSG
constitution failed to pass... Paul
Le Clerc, the City University of
New York's Dean for Academic Af-
fairs-at the time was ·named the new
provost. Asked what he would br-
ing' to his new post LeClerc said, "I
intend to bring a very wide
knowledge of academic programs,
which is my specialty." LeClerc left
a year ago to take over as president
of Hunter College.
-Compiled by t.inda Zuech
L. and H. were at the CUNY pro-
test rally on May 2nd outside the
- WortctTradc· Center. the protesters
were shour ing thing.' like "Hey.
hey, ho . ho Cuorno. gotta go!"
H. had rus own iueas. He was
shouting Dv-wn witi. monogamy.
Down wi i h .i.onogarr.. :" Several of
the protester- stared at him disap-
provingiy. H. simply smiled and





T. had a date with W. They were
going out to dinner. W. came to
pick T. up. Before they left W.
wanted to coun t his money. Out of
M.. felt sorry for him. She gave
him several dollars. She then went
to a fast food establishment known
.as Frank and Fries. Instead of buy-
ing one order of fries she bough t
two, and brought them both back







his pockets he took a large number
of dollar bills. He handed them to .
T. who smoothed them out careful-
ly and counted them, $20. W. took
them and put them into his pocket.
After dinner W. once again took
the money out. He crumpled the
bills up again and shaped them in a
ball. He left the ball in the middle
of the table. The waitress was used
to \V. since he frequents the
restaurant often. She picked t ne
ball of bills up and gave T a iook of
sincere sympathy. W. just grunted.
This Tale was told by Jim Kerr. the
disc jockey on the radio:
Kerr was at a restaurant naving
dinner. Seated close by was a group
of women. also enjoying a meal.
1974
classes were not covered. Some
faculty members refused to
cooperate and they gave several
reasons for this, such as [00 much
time being lost d ue to the
snowstorm. and a march on Albany
and most importantly, because they
were afraid their positions would be
endangered ... A complete ;15t of
elective classes was published and
this included German and Scan-
dinavian Literature of the 20th Cen-
tury Symphonic Literature of the
19th Cent ury , Special Topics in
Esthetics and a course in the
Socio logy De p a rt men r ca II ed
Juvenile Delinquency.
A petition was run on t his front
page expressing students' opposi-
tion to a Summer Pilot Program
called •'Survey of the Caribbean
Islands." The reason for the op-
position lay in the fact that the
students felt it was a token course.
created without input from students
and th e Black and History Program
faculty members. Furthermore, the
students felt the course was too ex·
pensive, limited to too few students
and attempted to r-ack too much in
car and were making threatening
gestures. Unseen by them, A. grab-
bed R.'s·hand and twisted it into a
most painful position. "Say you're
sorry!" A. commended.
"I'm sorry, I don't know what
came over me." R. squeaked. At
1'\.'s behest he added how he would
never do it again. The six backed
off and A. pulled, out of the lot as
fast as he could. A. figured, so-
meone stupid enough to instigate a
fight the way R. did would not have
the street fighting smarts to take to
win outnumbered.
M. was hanging out in front of a
church on Fifth Avenue between
lIth and 12th Sreets in the village.
Tbe Ticker
-There.was a bum-seated on the-steps
of the church. He was holding a cup
to collect donations. !VI- decided <he
\\0 ould make friends wit h turn.
The bum (old \.1. his name w as
Richie. He described how he was
once the president of a large cor-
poration. Apparently he was "over-
thrown" in what he termed a
"mutiny." He also said he was the
son ')f the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeni.
The teacher evaluations, still in
their infancy, met with mixed
results. Although. the program for
the most part was successful. many
1969
for the profession o f
Accounting ... " Stanley N. Kinney,
director of the Placement Services
at Colgate University rejected the
widely-held notion at that time that
"business is for the birds." He said,
"The fear that there is a "brain
drain" into [he professions for [00
many industrial recruirers and col-
lege placement officers..... The
Publications Association presented
a distinguished service award to
Burt Beagle on the occasion of his








mouth dropped open, and he Im-
mediately left the restaurant
without another word.
A. and his friend R. were sitting
in a White Castle parking lot. They
had consumed a good dozen
burgers and were having trouble
finishing the last few.
R. started tossing the leftover
burgers and all the garbage into the
.back of a pickup truck across from
A's car. A. asked R. what he
thought he was doing, but R. ig-
nored him. (R. is from Albany and
apparently people there think things
like this are o.k.)
The occupants of the pickup, six
burly young men, made their way
back to the vehicle. R. continued to
throwthe garbage into their truck
anyhow. One of the six came over
and angrily asked R. (again) what
he thought he was doing. R. simply
ignored them.
A. piped up, "Oh, he's just kid-
ding around, aren't you R?" R.
said nothing. "Tell them you're
sorry!" A whispered to R. Still, R.
said nothing. ·'Come on. it's six
against two!" A. finally reached his
limit. The six had surrounded his
sponsored by the Day Session Stu-
dent GU\ ernrnent , The Reporter
and The Ticker to discuss the Viet-
nam \\. ar as well as the US involve-
ment ! n :he Dominican Republic's
ellSI...,.
1967
CLNY was granted full academic
accreditation by the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Secon-
dary Schools. This accreditation
covered all 11 senior and communi-
ty colleges as well as the Graduate
Center. The committee's report on
Baruch was very favorable. It said
in part. "The Baruch School is to
be commended on the calibre of: ts
faculty, their responsiveness to the
leader of their dean, the excellent
progress in courses In the
mathematical s ci e n c e s , t h e
behavorial areas and new courses :r
logic and ethics. The School con-
tinues to be a leader in preparing
This Tale was told to M. by so-
meone he works with:
X., an Italian, went to a
restaurant in Manhattan with a
group of his friends. He noticed
that Edward I. Koch, the Mayor of
New York, was having dinner at
another table. So X. went over to
speak to the mayor.
Since the mayor is running for
reelection, he was quite polite to X ..
talking to him for several minutes.
X. told the mayor that it would
be a thrill for his friends if the
mayor came over to his table after
he finished eating. Hizzoner said he
would.
uh. t.!:7 v\m I






True to his word, Koch came
over to the table X. and his friends
were-~ating at. The mayor chatted
with them all for a while. Koch
must have been feeling quite good
about the course of the conversa-
tion since he asked the group, "Are
you going to vote for me?"
X. replied, "You were very nice
to come over to this table, and I
really do appreciate it, but I'm pull-
ing for Mr. Giuliani in the
election. "




The Department of Business Ad-
ministration split into three
separate departments: Marketing,
Management and Statistics. Pro-
fessor John W. Wingate, chairper-
son of the Department of Business
Administration said, "The reason
for this move is to obtain better ad-
ministration of the course in the
three areas. The Department had
become a catch-all for a wide range
of courses covering many
disciplines. Its offering approached
those of a school of commerce... ,.
City University lowered its re-. -
quirements to admit 24,000
students. The Board of Higher
Education set a goal for providing a
college opportunity in at least one
senior college to high school
graduates with an average of 82 or
above... A Baruch seminar was














FntiwII 01 tM SllpretM &inIon 1M C1uImp til M.n.
-
Louis XYI in Il RepubliCIIII Bonnet
TIle 11cker .
By WILLIAM SAINT LOUIS
The Baruch . College Gallery
(located at 135 East 22nd St.)
hosted a fascinating exhibit in
April. The exhibit, Zuka: The
French Revolu lion through
American Eyes, featured paintings,
collages, and cutouts by Zuka-an
American born artist now residing
in Paris.
The show has been designated, by
the French government, an official
part of the bicentennial .com-
memoration of the French Revolu-
tion. Zuka's subjects ranged from
the historical characters from that
period to "anonymous women
celebrating at festivals or engaging
in revolutionary action." Her
representations of that .period are
interesting because of the fact that
they are the interpretations of a
woman. "Most history has been
seen through men's eyes," notes the
artist, "so my perspective may seem
unusual."
Zuka's works are bright and
festive. Her use of bold colors and
exuberant- imagery captured the
spirited atmosphere that was
revolutionary France.
The show, which was sponsored
by the French-American Founda-
tion with a grant from the Florence
J. Gould Foundation, is on a six ci-
t.y tour. of the United States.
iti too late to view this
---~, the.Qa1Iery..will be£eaturii1g - .
the works of. Herman Cherry, an
American artist, from May 5 to
June 2 in an exhibit entitled Her-
man Cherry: Selections From a
Retrospective. It is open to students
and faculty members. For further
information .please call the Gallery,
at 505-2192.
ZU :
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION THROUGH AMERICAN EYES
&nil 01 Yalmy
MtIriI A""""". H. ·H'" 1IofIIId. ..
",..JirUn ·to ,. GtIBJotbN..
May 9,1989









the Holocaust. The exhibit, which
coincides with and commemorates
Remembrance Day, will be at the
Gallery in the 24th st. bldg. until
May 14.
The exhibit, which is comprised
of paintings and over so
photographs, was collected by the
Simon Wiesenthal Center, which
loaned it to the college. The exhibits
(Continued on Page B6)
coll.g.funl".......,
cojlegefunl".r.lly





URemembrance is the key to a
Holocaust never occurring again
anywhere in the world," Professor
Fred S. Heuman (of the Germanic,
Hebraic, Oriental. Languages
Department) said at the opening
reception of the' Holocaust Exhibit
on Tuesday, May 2.
Professor Heuman opened the
exhibit with a brief discussion on
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week. But Pareles also believes that
when hearing something new, you
also have to be careful. He says that
critics fall because they listen to the
S<ame old things, and when they
bear something new, they overrate
it. Pareles also knows when
something is good because of two
things; The music stands out by
itself, and he usually does not have
indigestion when hearing it.
Another student asked if it is true
that rock and popular music leads
to riots, or violence. To this Pareles
answered sometimes, because peo-
ple usually misinterpret these
things. He does not deny that the
violence is there, and that is why he
worries about crowds in concerts,
but he does not think that per-
formers are out to cause these riots.
He says that "crowds are
dangerous, but there is a lot more
violence in this society than in pop,
or rock n' roll." In addition to this
question, Pareles ended the lecture
by discussing the good and bad
songs. He said that people are
always trying to find something
wrong with pop or rock. In recent
statistics they found that pregnant
women were listening to erotic pop
music while doing the "wild thing".
These types of statistics are only
use as a reason to ban songs that
discuss sex or drugs. Pareles adds,
"it would be horrible if everything
was a goodie-goodie song. That is
not realistic."
(Continued from Page B1)
covers stories from people who
advertise in it. He says that the
NYT is different because he can
always write whatever he wants.
Another ethical point that Pareles
discussed had to do with writing
about someone you know. Pareles
says that many critics have inter-
viewed celebrities, have become
buddies with them, and then have
tried to write biographies to make
bundles off them. Pareles, who
believes that many critics are pulled
by this ethical tug, says that "if you
know someone socially, if you bor-
row records from this person, and
go to this person"s house and take
drugs from them, you don't write
about them. Where are the eth.ics of
the critics?"
Pareles also believes that "an ob-
jective review is an oxymoron." He
says that your reaction as a critic is
part of what the review is all about.
"You have to put your personality
into it in order to make it real. Ob-
jectivity is good for reporting, not
for criticism."
Someone in the audience asked
Pareles what is the criteria used to
judge a good piece of Rock n' Roll,
and a mess. According to Pareles,
this would have to be: vibe, feeling,
response, absence of passion in per-
formance, lack of pomposity, noise
as opposed to smoothness, rough as
opposed to slick, passion rather
than routine, polyrhythm, originali-
ty, and something that sticks out,









Roll is the sleeze of the business."
As a journalist, Pareles tries to be
surprised and not stupid. When in-
terviewing, instead of asking musi-
ciansabout what key they
played on the scale of C major, he
asks straightforward questions. He
does not know the answers, and by
being straight forward he gets bet ter
stories. Pareles also believes that
you cannot go into a story with pre-
conceived ideas. He said that he
went to the Bon-Jovi concert expec-
ting the audience to be a group of
"punk-metal teenagers," who wear
the black leather jackets, and either
have long hair, or no hair at all. To
his surprise, he found that the ma-
jority of the audience consisted of
screaming girls, (all ages), who kept
throwing stuffed animals to the
stage.
Towards the middle of the lec-
ture, Pareles started talking about
ethics. He said that the reason why
he gets free tickets, best seats, free
records, and press passes is because
people want to get a good review
and a big article. Pareles does not
consider this ethical. He says it is a
free ride. It is more of an invest-
ment, than really letting him see the·
concerts. That is why he is glad that
the NYT has a policy against this.
He feels secure because he can
always say no, which saves a lot of
azgravation. Pareles, also said that
'''~ wrote for the Rolling




















bulence almost ripping him from the dangl-
ing rope ladder. The helicopter positions
itself high above the Gotham suspension
bridge as the JOKER shows the Dark
Knight that he has the upper hand with the
introduction of Vicki Vale. She is frighten-
ed, beaten, and nearly unconscious. The--
part of BATMAN that is Bruce Wayne






"Winged freak. .. Wait 'till they get a
load of me!"
The silhouette of the. Gotham City
Bridge stood in the background as he step-
ped out of the shadows clad in white face.
Ruby-red lips crossed his face from ear to
ear as he smiled fiendishly at the dark figure
before him.
"Jack is dead, my friend ...You can call
me JOKER!"
The JOKER stepped out of the shadow
of the Gotham City Bridge and stood face
to face with darkness; face to face with the
Dark Knight-face to face with THE BAT-
MAN.
"Nice suit." said the grinning
psychopath in a low sarcastic, monotone
voice.
The bat was not amused...The moon
shined brightly down upon the ~e night
- ··-ffiil en@ulred Ci6lhlDn and me ~ cast an
ominous 'shadow" against the white face,
bright green hair~ and purple suit of the
vilJianous clown man.
The Dark Knight threw his long black
cape up quickly. His eyes and yellow bat
emblem appeared to glow as the bright
yellow moonlight burned the image of the
six-foot bat into the retinas' of the JOKER.
Gotham City Bridge...Ominous...For-
boding and the JOKER belched out a
twisted, demented laugh as his underlings
appeared to destroy the bat. BATMAN is
not phased. He leaps as the sound of a
helicopter fills his senses. The JOKER bolts
·for the approaching helicopter. He is get-
ting away. Batman will haveto dispose of
these lackeys quickly if he is to stop him.
Like a hazy black blurr the BATMAN
strikes. leaping over one of the JOKER's
men and capping another in his jaw. The
Dark Knight swings his powerful first
around connecting with his targets with
precise accuracy_Five men fall as the
JOKER leaps on a swinging ladder dangling
from his bright red. almost pink helicopter.
The Bat turns and glances upwards
toward the whirling wind-machine and
lunges for it. The JOKER's men lay in the
street moaning and groaning ...Totally
defeated. But the battle isn't over.
The Dark Knight grabs the ladder as the
helicopter darts out over the river. Higher
and higher the pink craft ascends into the
eerie Gotham night and the BATMAN
climbs the frail ladder as the harsh wind
chum s above the river.
The helicopter door swings open and the
crazed painted face of a maniac peers down
at the approaching BATMAN.
"It's a long way down "Bats!" yells the
JOKER. "It would be a pity if someone
kicked you in your teeth and you slipped
and fell to your death-or maybe you'd like
to dive 1000 feet into the calm cool river
below to save the life of a very nosey
woman reporter who doesn't want to leave
me alone! I think she needs to be tal1ght a
lesson...A 1000 foot drop lesson!"
The Bat stops dead and glares intensely at
the corrupt clown m~nace known as the
JOKER. The wind blows harder then








After viewing the exhibitone
comes to understand what Pro-
fessor Heuman meant by "remem-
brance being the key." An exhibit
such as this one can only serve to
warn us of the implications involv-
ed when a- group of people succumb
to hysteria, irrational thinking and
extreme prejudice. Only if we
preserve the past and indoctrinate
today's youth in its horrors can we
know that a Holocaust will never
occur again.
Eric Young; Ron Edwards, Lydell Thompson.
Sean Seignious, Karen Tbomas, Marcel
Langbom, Dionne McKenzie aad Stephen
Seignious.
Tomia Edwards, Dawn Manuel, AIIthere WDliams,
RoIMD <;:oleman.









about the 37,000 people who fled
.Germany in 1933.
Another board has paintings. by
people imprisoned in the concentra-
tion camps. These paintings. with
their somber colors give you the
sense of desperation in the camps.
There are pictures of the Nazi
killing squads. resistance
movements in Warsaw and the
Parczew forest. Kristallnacht
(November 7. 1938, the Night of
Broken Glass) and the camps
(Dachau , Ebensee , Auschwitz.
Bergen-Belsen, etc .•. ) and the
(Cantin- ed from Page 84)
...although these
pictures seem to
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of th , Holocaust. For example one
boa:-d is about the Jew's exodus
Karen Thomas, Stepben
Seignious
from Germany from 1933 to 1938.
The accompanying caption tells you
"
ADd the -wiDDer Is?
DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT
produced anti-semtic film "The
Eternal Jew."
The majority of the pictures will
affect you deeply. For example one
emotional picture shows an 55
trooper taking aim ata Jewish
woman who desperately tries to
cover her child.
The pictures are accompanied by
informative captions that answer
whatever questions a viewer may
have. although these pictures seem
to reach out and relay their
messages to you all by themselves.
Each board relays another aspect
LIP SYNC '89
Tania Smith, George Pasco, Diva La Boy.
Remembrance
opening reception was sponsored by
Lahav and the Yiddish Society.
The exhibit itself. is a stirring and
provocative collection of works that
opens a window to the horrors of
the past. Topically the pictures
range from aspects of Nazi policy
and propaganda to the concentra-
tion camps.
The viewer will wonder how such
irrational propaganda could have
entranced a nation. For example
there are caricatures' that compare
the Aryan to the Jew. There is also
a picture of a poster for the German
PageB8 TIle Ticker May 9, 1989
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are rarely soft. The ballads on
"Fruit. .. " are more pleasing to the
ear, if for no other reason than
there are no overbearing sexual
overtones inthem. They are very
romantic. "I Think It Was
December" is a funny story of a
young girl coming of age, while
"Tears Of Joy" is less comical yet
equally enjoyable. My favorite is
"Always In My Dreams," which I
would love to see performed in con-
cert because of its uplifting ending. _
-"Fruit. .. " is a fun, complete
album, running 'rhe gamut - of
human emotion. A collection would





This album should come with the
warning: "For party people only."
Everything here is go-go influenced,
and I mean everything. The quick-
tempo cuts are go-go (mind you,
quick-tempo in go-go-is· not much
quicker than a normal hip-hop
beat), the mainstream jams are go-
go, even the slow jams are go-go.
Make no mistake about it, this is a
party album.
Full speed and straight ahead is
the only direction this album goes.
There are really no ebbs and flows
as with a conventional album.
Even, "Taste Of Your Love," a
ballad, is laden with funk, and
Gregory FJliot's lead vocal reminds
me of Sugarfoot of the Ohio
Players. "Taste... " should make it
on quite a few "Quiet Storm" for-
mats. The other ballad, "Don't
NOTES
Turn Around," vaguely reminds
me of the types of things Blue
Magic put out.
The rest of the album is a stone-
cold jam session. Included are
staples like "Shake Your Thang"
with Salt 'N Pepa, a remix of "Da
Butt," and "Buck Wild." "Ex-
press" may sneak on to a lot of
turntables this summer because it is
a go-go interpretation of Kraft-
werk's classic "Trans Europe _Ex-
press."
The polyrhythmic renderings of-
fered by E.U. are dense, too heavy
if you are not in the proper mood.
But, after all, that is the focus of
go-go as a genre. So, basically, be ""/
prepared to party or step off. t/
. ~
If you thought the New. York Ci-
ty club scene was more than a bit
lame, you'll cringe at the New York
Oty Planning Board's proposal
that would restrict new dance clubs
from staying open past 12:30 a.m.
on weekdays, and 2:30 a.m. on
(Continued on Page B/7)
.- . __ . __ .. .. -.. _ - ... ., " ,. :. .. ".., ' ' ..
Fruit Rises: "endy (seated, middle), Lisa (far right)" and friends have a sweet
album.
,
HiLo's, combine that with the syn-
copation and clarity of Bobby
McFenin and the harmonic fullness
of an orchestra, and you will have
something to compare Take 6 to.
This group delves into all genres,
almost as if to offhandedly suggest
to all so-called critics and
au t horit i es jus t h ow banal
classifications of music are. From
the gospel-influenced tracks like
"David And Goliath," "Mary,"
and "He Never Sleeps" to the
universality of •'Spread Love," the
sound they provide us with is
revolutionary. The rumor floating
around is that their fullness is at-
tributed to the doubling of all vocal
tracks. If this is so, it serves as a
testament to the sextet's writing,
reading, harmonic, rhythmic, and
arrangement skills. I have yet to
hear them miss a note.
Things get a bit more frightening
for those who know about har-
monics and chords, because those
people have a better idea of the
songs' complexity . .If you don't
know any music terminology, rio
matter; you will still enjoy this
album immensely. Only angels
should sing like this.




No, Wendy MeJvoin and Lisa
Coleman are not new to the music
industry. In fact, both were virtual-
ly born into it: both their fathers
were record producers in their
hometown of Los Angeles. Both
have have international "chops"
(playing experience) through their
association with Prince. Both Wen-
dy and Lisa were integral parts of
the now-disbanded Revolution,
writing, and arranging for the band
for some eight years. "Fruit At The
Bottom," the duo's second album,
reflects a lot of that tenure with The
Purple One, yet still retains a
refreshing individuality.
This is not a regurgitation of
Prince's material, nor is the album
dependent on such material.
Prince's only involvement with the
project thus far is an import remix
of "LoJly Lolly." (See NOTES.)
Wendy and Lisa illustrate their
songwriting proficiency clearly, and
the band supporting them should
soon acquire their "chops." The
album is. well-crafted, complete in
its use of imagery, and downright
funky in spots. Such spots include
the aforementioned "Lolly Lolly,"
..Are You My Baby," and the Jesse
Johnson-written "Satisfaction. "
Also of note is the hard-driving
"From Now On (We're One)."
It is with the ballads that Wendy
and Lisa's individuality shows itself
most. Prince's ballads were never
reaJly ballads; they were slow jams-
used as testaments to an overactive
libido. Even now, Prince's ballads




. RATING: II TT
Wow! That was my initial, secon-
dary, and tertiary reactions to
"Larger Than Life," Jody Watley's-
second solo album. Watley won the
1988 Grammy Award as Best New
Artist for her eponymous debut
album. One would think her second
album would be a bit disappointing,
simply because it is difficult for
any artist to come out with two
blockbuster albums in a row. Dispel
all that when listening to
"Larger ... ," for this album is
twice, perhaps three times better
than her debut.
What is most impressive about
this album is Watley's influegce
over it. She wrote 11 of the album's
12 songs, and reportedly maintain-
ed complete creative control over all
its aspects. Watley also dispels any
doubt the public may have about
her being merely an overrated diva-
in-the-making, capable of not much
more than uptempo funk songs.
The album includes three ballads:
the Paulinho DaCosta-influenced
"Precious Love," "Only You,"
and the begging-to-be-released
"Everything. "
Even with the strength of the
ballads, make no mistake about it:
this album is F-U-N-K-Y. No
disrepsect intended, but Watley, in
spots, even out funks labelmates
GUY and Bobby Brown. If you
cannot believe it, just listen to
"Friends," a rough, definite hit
buoyed by the presence of Eric B.
and Rakim; "L.O.V.E.R;" the
rock-tinged "What 'Cha Gonna Do
For Me" (no, it is not a remake of
Chaka Khan's hit); and the an-
themic "Lifestyle." If you are still
-noreon,jm;ed, -'tfre- listen to '~
Love's Sake.~' This last single is
white hot, and I shudder to think
what a (Timmy Regisford?) remix
vould sound like.
Watley has proven that things for
her have, indeed, gotten
"Larger. .. '· the second time
around. Also worthy of credit is
producer Andre Cymone. Despite
Watley's immense talent, the album
would not have been half as good if
Cymone was not there to tailor his
Minnesota funk to Watley's style.
This should tum out to be one of
the year's finest when the Grammy
Awards are rolled out next year.
DOO BE DOO WOP BOP!
Take 6
Reprise/Warner Bros.
RATING: I I I I I
_I know the album is already eight
months old. I know the group has
won two Grammy Awards. I know
this sextet shine brilliantly on Joe
SampJe"s new "Spellbound" album
(Reprise/Warner Bros.). (See
NOTES.) It remains that unless you
have the album, compact disc, or
cassette, you probably have no idea
of just how good Take 6 is.
"Spread Love" and "Gold
Mine"-the tracks played by most
radio stations-are not fully in-
dicative of their ability; they are not
even two of the best tracks on the
album! (Besides, this is the only
album I have heard in the last two
years worthy of the esteemed TT-
en TIT rating.)
Q
a:: I advise you to go outside on one
8 of these fine spring days Nature
UJ
01: blesses us with and look towards the
~ azure skies. The vast, seemingly
~ endless atmosphere your eyes take
in is somewhat indicative of the
talent Take 6 has. And the birds in
the background chirp with the same
beauty that emanates from their
mouths. Ask your parents about the
..... "-.,, ..- .
Mario R ios, Polygram Records
Amy Welch, Polygram Records
Tracy Miller, Profile Records
Nelson Roman, Big Beat Records
Laura Hynes, Tommy Boy Records
The Staff at Downtown Reords
The Staff at Rock and Soul Records
Arthur Jamison
Beth C. Lewis, Private Music
Francis Pennington, Chrysalis
Records
Corey Phillips, WHCS Radio,
HURter College
Craig Lopez, WBMB Radio,
Baruch College
The Staff at Vinylmania Records





Renee Foster, MeA Records
Yolanda Davis, Virgin Records
Dara Cohen, Sleeping Bag/Fresh
Records
Mary Moore, Arista Records
Ashleigh Sanford, Arista Records
Deana Perera, Atlantic Records
Laura Pierce, Capitol Records
Beth Jacobsen, Capitol Records
Dave Jurman, Columbia Records
Paula Rogers, CBS Records
Dave Costanza, Epic Records
Steve Kennedy, CBS Records
Joyce Loebl, Set To Run Public
Relations





Thanks must also go out to The Ticker staff, who left me alone to
write whatever I wanted to write.
Before going on with the album reviews, I must send thanks to the
following members of the recording industry for their continued sup-
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WILL NEVER BE DEFEATED~'
"Our Governor has a first name
it' M eI S -a-r-I-o
Our Governor bas a second name
it's C-u-o-m-o
Oh and if we stop marcbing today
Two hundred dollars we will pay
Cuz Cuomo went to school for free
And now he wants to hike our fee"
sung to the tune of "Oscar Mayer"
I.·.• ·..........
"-"" "
'~'NO WAY WE WON'T PAY"..
Layout by Dianne Leppek
Photos by Martin Starkey
and Marjorie Surpris
Wagner's "Ring" Rings True
P·ae B13
'-ARTS
MB - Moderate Bet
NG - No Good
Best Bet
- IN COUNTRY- Bruce Willis MB
- DEAD POET'S SOCIETY- Robin Williams
MB
- TURNER AND HOOCH- Tom Hanks
MB
- HARD RAI.N- Tom Selleck MB
- THE' KARATE KID, PART III-Ralph Mac-
chio, Pat MoritaNG
_ GHOSTBUSTERS II: THE LAST OF T.H.E
GHOSTBUSTERS- Dan Ackroyd, Sigourney
Weaver, Bill Murray, and Harold Ramis BB
- WELCOME HOME. NG
_ GREAT BALLS OF FIRE- Dennis Quaid MB
- LOST ANGELSNG
-'THE SCOUT NG
- SPEEDZONE FEVER NG
- INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST
CRUSADE- Harrison Ford, Sean Connery, and
River Pheonix BB
- STAR TREK V: THE FINAL FRONTIER-
William Shatner, leonard Nimoy, DeForest Kelly,
James Doohan. Walter Koenig, Nichelle Nichols, ..










These characters are bound for




The Adjuster. Character frr-
Marvel & Colurnhi> 0: .
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COl\1ICSON THE MOVIE SCENE
·Top 10 Movies of the Summer
1- Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
2- Ghostbusters II
3- Batman
4- Star Trek V
5- The Abyss
6- Lethal Weapon II
7- Black Rain
8- Karate Kid, Part III
9- The Punisher
'10- Do The Right Thing
May 9, 1989
When the curtain goes up on Die
Walkure, the second opera in the
cycle, deep in the forest. the interior
of a rude dwelling built around a
huge tree trunk with the hilt of a
sword sticking out of it is seen. A
storm is raging. Siegmund, a
Walsung (a race fathered by Wotan
with a mortal woman).. bursts into
the hut. He is fleeing from his
enemies, having lost his sword and
shield. He collapses on the floor.
Sieglinde, who lives there with her
husband, Hunding, revives him and
persuades him to stay and rest.
They are immediately drawn to
each other. Hunding enters. When
he learns that Siegmund is a
Walsung, an enemy of his race. he
tells him that he must defend
himself in the morning. Sieglinde
gives Hunding a sleeping potion.
She tells Siegmund of how she was
forced to marry Hunding and of the
stranger who plunged the sword in-
to the tree. Siegmund realizes it was
own father Walse (Wotan in
disguise) and that Sieglinde is his
long-lost sister. They embrace and
declare their love for each other.
They know that through them their
race will go on.
(Continued on Page B/5)
The music of Das Rheingold
begins with th E-flat major chord,
which continues for 135 bars, sym-
bolic of the pristine state of nature.
We see an underwater scene in the
Rhine river, realistically depicted by
a glistening, undulating scrim,
through which we see three
Rhinemaidens (mermaids) playing
. about, happily guarding the hoard
._-------------_...........:..._----
of gold which has been left in their
care. Enter the villain, Alberich, .
and the music changes. He is one of
the Nibelungs, the race of dwarfs.
The Rhinemaidens flirt with him,
then spurn him. He steals their gold .
and Tuns away. '
The next scene is a rocky moun-
tain top. Wotan and his wife,
Fricka, are admiring Valhalla, the
new home of the gods which we see
in the distance, built for them by
two giants, fafner and Fasolt. As
payment, Wotan has promised
them Fricka's sister, Freia, goddess
of youth. When they come to col-
lect her Wotan refuses to give her
up because she is the custodian of
the golden apples which keep the
gods young. Loge, the fire god ar-
rives and tells them of Alberich's
theft of the Rheingold. The giants
are interested and give Wotan time
to get possession of the gold, taking
, Freia as hostage.
Alberich takes (he Rheingold to
the home of the Nibelungs, an
underground cave, where his
brother Mime makes the magic ring
for him. He immediately uses his
power, enslaving the dwarfs to mine
gold night and day. Mime has made
a Tarnhelm for himself, hoping to
outwit his brother. Alberich
discovers it. As he is playing with it,
Wotan and Loge enter the cave and
persuade him to change himself into
a toad. They capture him and take
his gold. Alberich curses the ring as
Wotan tears it from his finger. The
giants accept the golo but demand
the ring, also. Fafner kills Fasolt in
a quarrel over the booty. With Freia
returned to them the gods proceed
to Valhalla over a rainbow which
forms a bridge to their new home.
Th~ Ticker
kiss, a la Prince Charming and the
Sleeping Beauty; the charmed
sword, buried-i a ee trunk, can
only be rem ved by a hero brave
and true (s des of King Arthur);
the Ta elm, a helmet which
enables the wearer to become invisi-
ble or change shape; and the magic
ring which bestows the power to
rule the world.
By ELOISE NIEDERKIRCHNER
-------'-----_._--- --- -------- -------~------ - ----------
they were intended, the four operas
of the Ring, Das Rheingold, Die
Walkure, Siegfried and Gotterdam-
merung portray the story (derived
chiefly from Norse mythology) of
the downfall of the gods. The story
has many sources: myths, legends,
fairy tales. Siegfried braves a wall
of fire to find Brunnhilde and
awaken her from her trance with a
-~ ... - -- . ----------.----ARTS
Page B12
One of the wonders of the music
world, Richard Wagner's Ring Cy-
cle (Der Ring des Nibetungen), has
captivated audiences at the
Metropolitan Opera for the past
few weeks, just as it did when it was
first presented in Bayreuth, Ger-
many over one hundred years ago.
Frequently performed separately
but rarely as the cycle for which
.-
r.
- -. ...... -- ~ ... -~ ,.... . ·..









K-9: More Stupid Pet Tricks
K-9. Starring James Belushi, Mel Harris, Kevin Tighe, Ed O'Neal, and introducing Jerry Lee. Directed by Rod
Daniels. Running Time: 103 minutes. Rated PO. •• ' .
as 0 ywoo gone to t e with the best snout in the drug- tagonist to plague a protagonist in
dogs? Well, anyone whose seen K-9 busting business. Together this years" Tighe is a namby-pamby
might think so. K-9 is UNIVER- unlikely duo learns to trust one looking actor who is trying to act
SAL PlcruRES latest release and another as they proceed to hunt tough and it doesn't work. Mel
it stars James Belushi as a high- down a deadly drug kingpin (Kevin >. Harris (!~thirty something") is also
strung narcotics cop who can't seem Tighe). along for the ride as Dooley's
to get anyone to work with him K-9 is a buddy-buddy movie that girlfriend who, unlike her bo, takes
because all his police buddies think pairs a dog with a human to the an immediate liking to Jerry Lee.
he's crazy; and Jerry Lee, the K-9 point of the dog taking on human K-9 is also longer than it has to
wonder who finally ends up as characteristics. It's also cute to be. Director Rod Daniels (UTeen
Belushi's new partner. watch as well to a point Jerry Lee Wolf," "Like Father Like Son ")
The plot is nothing we haven't performs a bunch of stupid pet and screenwriters Steven Siegel
seen before. Belushi, who portrays tricks that ultimately steals the and SeD/! Myers apparently got too
detective Thomas Dooley, gets shot show right from under Belushi's caught up in the wonder of wat-
at during a routine stakeout and he nose. Subsequently, we get engross- ching Jerry Lee perform such in-
is quick to jump on the trail of the ed in Jerry Lee's cute, quaint and credible stunts and tricks. Roll
people responsible. He attempts to amazing tricks that we forget about over. Play dead. Beg. Sit-e-you'Il do
get a partner to help him out, but the story that is basically nothing all of the above when you go to see
unfortunately no human cop wants more than a vehicle used to show this one.
to wor k with him so he enlists the aid off this amazing animals talents. -Martin Starkey
of Jerry Lee-a superbly trained Good thing too because the story is
German Shepherd K-9 police dog lame! Kevin Tighe is the worst an-
~ .. _ ..... _.'. _ ... ~ • ••• ~ • 6 .... _1'.'.1'._ ......... -_ 6....... ""-'11 ..
himself as Gunther. He agrees. As
Gunther, he bring Brunnhilde to
the castle, taking the ring from her.
Several years pass. In Siegfried,
we see a handsome young man in
the cave dwelling of the Nibelungs
with Mime, who is vainly trying to-
forge a weapon for him. Siegfried
pesters Mime for information about
his parents: Mime tells him he
found his mother ill and helpless in
the forest and brought her home to
take care of her. She said her name
was Sieglinde and that her son's
name was to be Siegfried. Before
she died in childbirth, she gave
Mime the pieces of the sword which
can be forged into a weapon only by
someone who has never known
fear. Siegfried takes the pieces and
makes a new sword for himself.
Mime says he will take him to the
dragon's lair where he will learn
fear. As Siegfried wanders through
the forest, we hear UForest Mur-
murs," a lovely lyrical passage in
the strings. Siegfried finds the
dragon, which is really Fafner who
has changed his shape to protect his
gold. As he kills the dragon, a drop
of its blood falls on his hand which
enables him to ,understand the
language of the birds. They tell him
they will take him to the mountain
top surrounded by fire where a
beautiful maiden waits for a hero.
On the way he meets Wotan, who
tries to block his path. Siegfried
breaks Wotan's, spear with his
sword. He braves the fire to reach
Brunnhilde and awaken her with a
kiss, She welcomes him as her hero
and mortal lover.
-- ,When...she. sees. Siegfrieci with
Gutrune and the ring -on~ tinget
Brunnhilde realizes she has been
betrayed. She helps Hagen and
Gunther plot Siegfried's murder.
On a hunting party, Hagen stabs
Siegfried in the back. To the music
of the great "Immolation" scene,
Brunnhilde sings her farewell,
eulogizing Siegfried. She orders a
funeral pyre built. The visual ef-
fects of the finale are electrifying.
We see the massive rafters of the
castle break and fall to the floor.
The stage is engulfed in flames.
Brunnhilde leaps into the inferno to
join Siegfried in death. In the
distance we see Valhalla burning.
Then the Rhine river overflows its
banks flooding everything with
cleaning, purifying water. The
Rhine maidens regain their gold.
Hasen dives in after them and
drowns. A pale sun rises, seemingly
from the ashes, signifying the birth
of a new world.
Wagner uses the leitmotive
musical signature as the master plan
for the four operas: each character,
some objects (such as the sword and
the ring), emotions and lofty
themes all have their own musical
identity which Wagner weaves into
an immensely rich and varied music
tapestry. Some scenes are long and
drawn out. \Ve wish that the com-
poser had, here and there, taken a
little tuck in the music fabric. But
this is a small complaint when we
consider the majesty and power of
this masterpiece. At the finale of
Gotterdammerung" we feel we have
arrived at the end of the journey
which we began in Das Rheingold.
That is. the true test of the music
and the fine performances given us
by the Metropolitan Opera.
The Ring Cycle will be repeated
in the 1989-90 season at .the
Metropolitan OpeIa and broadcast
in its entirety over WNET.on four
consecutive evenings-in June 1990.
...... - __ -.- .. - ...
(Continued on Page B12)
Wagner
Knowing that Aberich will
destroy the gods - if he regains
possession of the ring, Wotan has
sent instructions to his nine
daughter-goddesses (the Valkyries,
borne to him by Erda.) that they are
to roam the world claiming the
bodies of dead heroes. They are to
be taken to Valhalla where they will
be immortalized so they can defend
the gods.
He summons Brunnhilde-the
eldest Valkyrie-to the mountain top
and tells her to defend Siegmund in
his battle with Hunding. Fricka in-
terferes, saying the marriage vows
must be protected. Sadly, Wotan
must agree. Brunnhilde appears-
before Siegmund and tells him he
will die in battle and then be taken
to Valhalla. He refuses, saying he
.will kill both Sieglinde and himself.
Touched by his devotion to
Sieglinde, Brunnhilde decides to
help him. While Siegmund and
Hunding are fighting Wotan comes
in and causes Siegmund's sword to
break, allowing Hunding to kill
him. Wotan points his spear at
Hunding, who falls dead. Brun-
nhilde manages to salvage the pieces
of the sword and steal away with
Sieglinde. Wotan follows, furious
at Brunnhilde for disobeying his
orders.
The prelude to Act Three is the
famous orchestral piece, "Ride of
the Valkyries." They gather on the
mountain top. Brunnhilde arrives
with Sieglinde and begs her sisters
for help but they are too frightened
of Wotan. She gives the pieces of
. the SW9~(t to_Si.eglip.cte__an.<LteUs_ h~r
to hide deep in the forest, that she
will bear a son, Siegfried, who will
be the world's most glorious hero.
Wotan appears, sending all the
Valkyries away except for Brun-
nhilde. Then follows Wotan's
Farewell, one of the most moving
scenes in the Ring when the father
must abandon his child. Grief
stricken, he tells Brunnhilde she can
no longer be a Valkyrie; she will be
a mortal. He puts her into a deep
sleep, covers her with her shield and
helmet, summons Loge to surround
the mountain top with fire for her
protection and slowly leaves as
Brunnhilde sinks into un-
consciousness and the flames rise.
In the prologue of Gotterdam-
merung (Twilight of the Gods),
three Norns (the Fates) weave the
rope of destiny. They sing of how
Wotan Sacrificed one of his eyes for
a drink from the spring of wisdom
at the foot of the world ash tree.
The spring dried up and the tree
withered when he took a brancb
from it to make a spear for himself.
He engraved secret symbols on the
spear which gave him world power,
but now it has been broken. The
gods await their doom. As they
weave, the rope of destiny breaks.
The Noms disappear.
On the mountain top, Siegfried
prepares to go forth to perform
heroic deeds for Brunnhilde. He
gives her the ring. We hear the
music of the "Rhine Journey" as he
leaves.
Siegfried arrives' at the castle of
the Gibichungs, where he finds
Gunther, his sister Gutrune, and
their half-brother Hagen--sgn of
Alberich. Hagen plots to have
Siegfried marry Gutrone, who gives
him a love potion which causes him
to forget Brunnhilde. Hagen also
plans for Gunther to marry Brun-
nhilde. He persuades Siegfried, us-







has invented a process to manufacture
uranimum.
This is, the alchemists' dream come true:
to manipulate the molecular structure of
elements to. make other elements,. Facile.
LJT Group is still a relatively small-sized
company compared to, let's say, a multi-
national giant such as Nomura, but it is
growing. LJT Group is financially backed
by the Swiss leviathan Credit Suisse, and
has a presence in New York, West Ger-
many, Australia, Manila, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and China.
Its industries are widely diversified, with
products ranging from health foods to
municipal wastewater treatment,
It is due to go public on the Taiwanese
stock exchange, the Weighted Index,
sometime later this year, with an initial of-
fering of $100 million in capital stock.
Clearly now, one of its future aces must
lie in its purported ability to have invented a
uranium-manufacturing process. But for
now. it seems well poised for an explosion
of phenomenal growth. .
Sic itur ad astra.
And e farishta.
Or two.
And while we're out at it, why not spend
some money on a good pair of speakers?
Altec Lansing is as good as any. A pair of
Altec Lansing speakers. What kind? Altec
Lansing Model 511. How- much do they
cost? I'll get to that later. What can they
do? Okay. That's better.
Model 511 is a four-way tower
'loudspeaker. It is intended to give you com-
plete control over tonal balance. -There are
four levels of control in crossover system.
The first is for the two lO-inch woofers.
The others allow adjustments for the treble,
midrange, and bass, with a plus or minus of
3dBs. Its dimensions are 57 x 13 x 13.5 in-
ches.
So how much does it cost? A mere
$3,000. Yes. Why not?
(Withdraw your IRAs for the last "x"
numbers of years, suffer the iota of a penal-
ty, and there you have about $2,000. And
69 cents. Anyway, there's that bond matur-
ing this summer with a face value of
$1,000? Never mind the meager interest.
Consolidate your holdings and there you've
$3,000. And 69 cents.)




Now for more serious matters. On the
side of high tech, everyone has probably
already heard of the race for the commer-
cial applications of superconductivity.
Well, that's still a few years down the road.
And everyone has probably heard of the
race spawned by two cesearchers in Utah
for commercia! applications of nuclear
reactions at room temperature. The latter,
in passing, still needs to be verified and ac-
cepted by the scientific community at large.
Nevertheless, what has probably escaped
many people's attention is this: LJT Group
International, a company based in Taiwan,
00_
Model 1000 recorders were promised.
Usually, manufacturers are engaged in a
fierce competition to flex their muscles in
consumer CD technology. First, there were
8-bit oversarnpling players. Then there were
I6-bit oversampling, Quite an achievement.
In fact, NEe recently introduced their first
CD player with I6-bit capacity. So now it
seems that I8-bit oversampling would be
the next trendsetter. Sansui, however, took
the pursuit from another angle: it became
the first manufacturer to develop a player









A long gap will follow this issue's col-
umn, so in OUf final tete-a-tete this spring,
I'd just like to sum up the world of high
tech during the first half of this year, with
an emphasis on audio.
The best medium for hi-fi is still the CO,
but the digital audio tape (DAT) may soon
take hold of many new fans stateside.
Several companies have announced their in-
tention to market OAT's in America, but
Nakamichi will be the first to manifest such
intent. Nakamichi recently made this clear
at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show










album. entitled "Head To The
Sky." The group's third album is
again produced by Full Force, and
is available on Columbia Records ...
The word from Minnesota is that
The Time' is about to regroup, but
get this: side one of the album is to
be produced by Prince; side two is
to be produced by Jimmy Jam and
Terry Lewis. You think that's not
going to be funky? ... Also, Prince
is supposedly remixing Wendy &
Lisa's "Lolly Lolly" (Columbia).
There is no word when the remix
will be available ...
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an all-star line-up of performers ...
Epic Records plans to release a
"Greatest 'Hits" volume for
Michael Jackson towards the end of
this year... Bobby Brown has writ-
ten and. produced two songs for the
"Ghostbusters 2" soundtrack ...
sultry Samantha Fox started touring
May 2nd, buoyed by a six-piece
band. She wil! be performing on the
West Coast during the beginning of
the month, then hit the Southeast.
She should be in the Northeast by
early to mid- July, .. Lisa Lisa lind
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artist GUY, whose eponymous
debut album (finally) reached No.1
on Billboard's Hot Black Albums
chart. the album also achieved
plal.'tflUm status in ApriL .. " A Dif-
ferent World" star Jasmine Guy
has signed with Warner Bros.
Records and should release her
debut album towards the end of the
summer. .. As previously. reported
here before, Quincy Jones will
finally release his long-awaited solo
project this summer, but it will be
on Warner Bros., not A & M
Records. Jones's album will feature
mid-June, .. SLAMMER OF THE'
SUMMER: There are- few times I
am so moved as to declare a track a
seasonal slammer, yet Soul n Soul's
"Keep On Movip'" is 'worthy of
such accolades. Finally, good
songwriting, structure, chord pro-
gression, and vocal work are com-
bined with a wicked beat. Of special
interest are Carol Wbeeler's engag-
ing vocals, neither too harsh nor
soft. There is even a violin solo, and
the violin has not been a prominent
part of a dance track since the or-
chestras of the old disco era. Mixes
by Nelson "Paradise'" Roman and
Craig Kallman assure the trak of ex-
tended multi-format play. The
track is now available domestically
on Virgin Records'. The Soul II Soul
album is due out in June... Also
from the Roman/Kallman board
will come Total Science's "Just A
Little Bit" (Big Beat), a Marsball
Jefferson album, and an album by.
Roman himself.... Nona Hendryx
has switched over to independent
Private Music, and will be releasing
her _label debut in (when else?)
June... After a lengthy absence,
Joyce Sims has finally released her
new single, entitled "Looking For
A Love" (Sleeping Bag). The single .
is co-produced and -written by
Sims, and she handles the same
duties on the forthcoming album of
the same title. (The other producer
is Andy Tripoli.) Also from the
Sleeping BaglFresh vaults are a
U.K. remix of Todd Terry's version
of "Weekend;" a second Terry
album, to be released under the
name "Masters At Work;" a new
Raiana Page Single and debut
album; and two singles by T La
Reck, the first "T-N-Qff," the se-
cond "Housin' With The Ts." ...
Another summer slammer should
be Neneb C~rry's multi-format
"Buffalo Stance,,'~ takeD frow the __ +-~ __
"Slaves OfNew York" sounlItrack
(Virgin). The instrumental should
receive a lot of club play... Inner
City has still another solid dance
track in "Ain't Nobody Better"
(Virgin). Not quite as fast as either
"Good Life" or "Big Fun," it still
is a must for the OJ's crate. In fact,
you should probably buy two,
because the alternative mixes are
hot... CERTIFICATIONS: The
following albums and single receiv-
ed either gold or platinum certifica-
tion in March: "Tracy Chapman"
(album), Tracy Cbapman 9 '
multiplatinum, Elektra; "Forever
Your Girl" (album), Paula Abdul,
platinum, Virgin; "Straight Up"
(single), Paula Abdul 9 platinum,
Virgin; "Just Coolin'" (single),
LeVert, gold, Atlantic; "The Way
You Love Me" (single), Karyn
Wbite9 gold, Warner Bros.; "The
Right Stuff" (album), Vanessa
Williams9 gold, Wing/Polygram...
Congratulations to MeA Records
WDI Esp_dor, LIsa,' aDd MIke .. ''StniP1 To TIle Top!
(Continued from Page B8)
TOUR
weekends. Also consideration is a
rule that would require all new
clubs to. undergo an application'
process that would last about six
months, with a review at the end of
three years. The date for a vote has
not been set. If passed, the measure
would result in the total obliteration
of New York City club life as most
people know it. As Michael Musto
of the Village Voice says, "the city
that never sleeps will become the ci-
ty that is never awake." The New
York Cabaret Association asks that
anyone interested in saving the club
scene write or phone Deputy Mayor
Robert Esnard, who is responsible
for coordinating the proposed zon-
ing laws.
CRUISING WITH JOE SAM-
PLE: I realize this pas relatively lit-
tle to do with dance music per se,
but anyone interested in good music
owes it to themselves to check out
the "Spellbound" album by Joe
Sample (RepriselWamer Bros.).
Sample, you remember, is the foun-
ding member of the legendary
Crusaders. This album, however, is
undoubtedly one of Sample's best
efforts. Assisted by labelmates
Take 6 and Al Jarreau, uSpell-
bound" should turn out to be one-
of the year's most successful jazz
albums, and should provide sample
with some of the overdue recogni-
tion he deserves... One of New
York City's premeire recording
studios, Sigma Sound, has been
<)Id to M&M SyndicatioDS9 a televi- -
: . .In syndication company... Tone
•.oc keeps rising to the ton, His
"L«-t<f nAfta:.- DiH"k-' ~-.(Delicious.
Vinyl/4th & Broadway) has hit No.
1 on Billboard magazine's Top Pop
Albums chart. Only the Beastie
Boys's "Licensed To Ill" album
(Def Jam/CBS Records) has landed
at No. 1 Ofl the chart as a rap
album. "Licensed... " hit No. I and
stayed there for seven weeks in
1987. . .. I have been remiss in not
previously mentioning Roberta
Flack's "Uh Vh Oooh Ooh, Look
Out (Here It Comes) from her
"Oasis" album (Atlantic). This is
. Flack's first successful foray into
the dance music field in I don't
know how long, and it is sure to be
a downtempo summer staple.
Preferred here is the Arthur Baker
mix; Steve Hurley provides an acid
mix as well ... CORRECTION: Jive
Records is NOT an affiliate of
Arista Records, as previously men-
tioned here; the dance/rap affiliate
is a division of RCA Records ..
Arista Records will release Taylor
DaYlle's- second album in
But now something is happening. King's last few books are like poor imitations. They
aren't exactly bad, just disappointing. It's as if at about the same time King started running
out of horror and shifting to fantasy, he started running out of the ideas, wordplay and
~ost of all the enthusiasm that had simmered in him until it burst out through his heyday
In the late seventies and early eighties. Now he seems to be going through the motions. He
seems also .to be losing sight of the real magic inside his characters and concentrating on
w~at he thmks. the people want; just fun, comic book plots. You can see it in the movies
he s been making, and now, sadly, in the books. .
Just as sad is the idea that King may be getting so comfortable with the ability of his
name to sell books that his finished manuscripts are what would have been to a young,
hungry Stephen King, rough drafts that need work.
In The Gu'!slinger a~d i~ TH~ DRAWING OF THE THREE, the mysterious Roland is
the las.t gunslinger - hIS d~menslon's combination of knight and cowboy. He might seem
to be h~lng 10 our future, ~m~e Hey Jude is an old, old song and subways are ancient ruins
fille,~ with mutants, but htis IS not the case. In this parallel universe the world has "moved
on. These novels are. so carelessly thought out that King admitted in his author's note at
the end of The Gunslinger that he did not yet know what he meant by "moved on." In
fact. he hardly knew anythi.ng about the world he had begun to outline. The result is that
the books are oft~n not intriguingly mysterious, but instead annoyingly sketchy. It's not as
much fun wondering about the secrets of another world when you get the feeling that there
are no secrets to wonder about.
~oland is a silent Clint. Eastwood type whose past King won't make up his'mind about
until t~e fourt~ book, Wizard and Glass. In this book, Roland sets out to "draw" three
po~ential g~slmgers from 1980's and 1964 New York, as arranged by fate or some force
(King~~n t ~~ to kn~w.) !he.way he does it, by stepping through magic doors and in-
to their minds, IS mterestmg, If slightly flawed.
~ost character's ar~, for King, a little bit laking. Eddie, a heroin addict, has some com-
plexity and real emotion, but others ~d even Eddie attimes fall into simplistic molds.
Ode~, a legless b~ck woman f!C?m a tune when it was rude to call someone "black" has
multiple ~sonalitles,.a condition King equates with schizophrenia, perpetuating a
popular misunderstanding.
If you haven't read anything by Stephen King, don't start with THE DRAWING OF
THE THREE. Start with a masterpiece like The Shining. There you will see some of the old
fire Stephen King must find a way to recapture. If you're a die-hard Kingologist like
myself, THE DRAWING OF THE THREE is just barely worthy of a place in your collec-
tion.
The second book of King's Dark Tower series, THE DRAWING OF THE THREE9 is
not exactly a bad book. "DRAWING... ," and tbe first book, The Gunslinger, would be
impressive first novels. The main premises of the Gunslinger's other world and quest are in-
triqueing enough to ensure that even I, a notorious King fan with 22 novels read would
buy' his next novel; The Waste Lands. (I .~ope he ·changes'the"tltle.) " . ,. - .". ,', ,
Stephen King did his best work in the space of about twelve years, starting with his first
hit. Carrie. in 1974. After Carrie, the bestseller spewed forth in rapid succession: Solem's
Lor, The Shining, The Dead Zone, The Stand. Firestarter, and Pet Semetary, Not only
like one bestseller a year. But not only were they popular, for the most part they were gooc.
~hat made them good was the way they took fantastic situations,-many of them seem-
ingly worn out, such as vampires and zombies- surrounded them with realism, and show-
ed us what would go on inside the heads of real people in these unreal circumstances. This
is where the magic is, not just in the shocking, gory plots. In that case the movies would be
as good as the books, and they're not, not by a country mile. The movies that are fairly
good, such as The Shining, are the ones that capture moods to give you a glimpse into the
characters.
By GLEN J. SPANGLER
THE DRA WING OF THE THREE by Stephen King
Plume, 400pp., $12.9'5 '
night as the two visit the-~t cemmetery. It is at this time that we are given our first "glimp-
se" of another pet cemetery, one where dead does not mean forever.
While the rest of the famiiy is off visiting relatives, Dr. Creed finds h,is daughter's
beloved cat dead on the side of the road. A neighbor, Judd Crandall, not teenngtnar
Creed's young daughter is ready to learn about death, takes Creed to the cemetery beyond
the cemetery. The next day the cat is. alive in the garage. However, to quote Judd,
"sometimes dead is better." This is the philosophy of the entire film. And, even after the
once pleasant cat turns vicious, and emits a horrible smell, a distraught Dr. Creed returns
to the pet cernetary with another corpse he wishes to have alive again.
The acting in this movie was wonderful.Dale Midkiff is completely believable as an in-
telligent doctor, loving husband and father who slowly becomes consumed by the power of
the pet cemetery. Formerly seen as the young Jock Ewing in "Dallas: The Early Years,"
and as Elvis in Priscilla Presley's Elvis and Me. this role was a big departure for him.
Denise Crosby, who stars as Creed's wife, Rachel has a relatively smal, but important role.
Her secret horrifying past, and uneasiness about death lend this film the perfect edge. It ,
was great to see veteran actor Fred Gwynne, (who we all fondly remember as Herman
Munster), appear as the spooky, yet concerned neighbor, Judd Crandall. Gwynne can also
be seen in the recently released "Disorganized Crime."
Perhaps the best performances came from the children. Eight-year-old Blaze Berdahl
'plays the attention-grabbing, oldest child, Ellie. She is terrorized throughout the movie by
realistic nightmares, which turn out to be more real than even she thinks. Her scenes with
Dale Midkiff as they discuss death are particularly touching, However, the performance by
29-month-old Miko Hughes is particularly unforgettable. This "child" actor pulls off a
fantastic transformation from the most adorable baby to a "reborn" murderer.
Several of Stephen King's other novels that have been adapted into movies were
slaughtered when they hit the silver screen. Salem's Lot for one was crucified to such an
extent that the story was completely different than the novel. I place this one up in the
ranks with Silver Bullet, Christine and Carrie-only scarier.
If you' are a horror-buff, do not miss PET SEM4 TARY. It may well be the scariest
movie you've ever seen.
Lisa Cermak
~i;~__.I~II'!~
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PET SEMATARY - Starring Dale Midkiff, Fred Gwynne and Denise Crosby. Directed
by Mary Lambert. Running time 107 minutes. Rated R***
When I was seventeen, I went to see the original A Nightmare on Elm Street. It scared
me so much, that I remained wide awak-e all night. I can honestly say, "~Nightmareon
Elm Street" was child's play compared to Stephen King's PET SEMATARY.
King, the Master of Horror, has successfully managedt, terrify his audience with this
his first screenplay adapted from one of his novels. Based 0 the 1983 bestseller of the same
name, PET SEMATARY is a horror story in every sense f the world! There is some gore,
but not unnecessary amounts.
PET ~EMATARY is the story of a young doctor with a beautiful wife and two adorable
children; the perfect American family. They move from Chicago to Maine, alongside a
road frequented bv speeding eighteen-wheelers. We soon learn that this road is responsible
for what lays at th end of a path near the house; the pet cemetery. Many a beloved dog or
cat is buried there by a saddened child, because the animal braved the road and lost.
But animals are not the only victims, as we discover when teenager Victor Pascow is car-
~ed ~nt~ the University Medical Center by several hysterical friends. Unfortunately for the
idealistic Dr. Creed, Ii:, is unable to save Victor. However, moments after his death, Victor





To the NHL: A whole new crop
of referees .
To Sid Fernandez: A season of
fulfilled potential and low-calorie
post-game spreads.
To Mookie' Wilson and Len
Dykstra: For the two who can't be
separated, a chance -for each to at-
tain the QOO at bat plateau.
To Brian Leetch: Super-star, all-
world status and maybe even a Nor- .
ris Trophy, (IS the NHL's best
defensman.
To Bryan Trottier: One last 90
point season.
To Dale Murphy, a genuine nice
guy: A World Series appearance
and a 35 homers, 100 ribbies, 285
season.
To all Baruch athletes: Better
facilities and a packed gymnasium
for every game. And a one hour-
long standing ovation to make up
for the usually barren balcony.'
Well there you have it. I hope my
column has' been enjoyed by
everyone who has taken the time to
read it.
Have a good summer.
. - ----.
Rags: A top Performer and a great guy.
To Gretzky, Lemieux. 'Dennis
.Savard and the rest: A chance to
perform on network television.
To Nolyn Klan, the most unique
speciman of our time: One more
No-No and a return to the Fall
Classic.
To Dave Righetti, a top closer
and class act: Another 200 saves
and to never be booed again.
To Sugar Ray Leonard: The
courage to get out of the ring for
good.
To Kirk Gibson, .he consummate
winner: Some more Post-Season
appearances, 9-
........... ~-.., ~ ~41.· « ""'.t.r-
The Ticker
, .... ., ~ '" '....
Baseball
· Team
(Continued from Page B20)
And Other Sport Thoughts
. -
To Phil Simms: One more shot at
the Super Bowl.
To Michael Jordan: A super-star
teammate.
To Jim Abbott: A long career.
To Sidney Green: To be pro-
. teeted instead of "Sky" Walker in
the expansion draft.
To the NCAA: More coaches like
Bobby Knight; who knows the im-
portance of an education.
To Dave Winf'reld: A complete
recovery. And the chance to haunt
the Fat Man in a big game, after he
leaves.
To Danny Manning: A healed
knee and a winning team.
To the NFL: A drug-free cam-
paign. ~
To Joe Montana: One more
Super Bowl winning drive.
To Pete Myers: Some regular
minutes from the Knicks or
whichever other team has noticed
his roundball talents.
To Dwight Evans: Continued
success.
To George Brett: See Evans.
To Tim McCarver: An offer
from CBS that he can't refuse.
ability to drive in runs in the c1~tch.
After 19 games the Statesmen have
left a total of 168 men on base; 100
of those were runners in scoring
position. The team batting. also
needs improvement as it is currently'
.250.
With a good \cluteh hitter, many
runner~ left on base would have
scored and that would have meant
more wins.
Next year, Baruch will be .losing
three key players in Macchiarola,-
Triolo and Marc Johnson, so
recruiting will be high on the team's
agenda. But plans are being made_
. for a ne'" pitching machine and a
winter break training camp in warm
Florida. This will undoubtedly lead
to a better seasOJ;1 next year .
. i • • ' "I.' • • • ,,-::- ....... "'" '" .- ~ -... '.'.'." .. ,.
Winfield: ewet weD soon.
points in his second comeback
season.
To Bill Robinson: A shot at
managing in the Bigs.
To Buck 'Williams: A playoff
bound team.
To Dallas Green: A chance to
complete the year even if the team
loses three or jour in a row .
To Dave (of WBMB) and all the
long suffering Ranger fanatics: A
Ranger Stanley Cup before the year
2000 ... Oh hell, anytime.
To Gary Carter: A batting
average above his weight and a
month like Sept. 1985 when the Kid
carried the Mets, on one leg no less.
games, heavily outscoring L. A. In the hero and savior for Phillywas--
'a11'ne-nesty, tne Kings -couid have--not- ,
wori rhe series. The turning point in' Hextattinjured himsetfm-gam·......-.....
the series came in game 1. Los and couldn't play game seven.
Angeles was leading 3-2 late in the Wregget, who came over in a trade
game. Calgary tied it with minutes with Toronto in mid-season, stop-
to go to force overtime. Doug ped 39 Penguin shots, many of
Gilmour became the hero by giving which were point-blank. The Flyers
Calgary the victory. I think it's had found a way to win - again.
about time Calgary gets a Stanley Rick Tocchet, Tim Kerr, Brian Pro-
Cup. pp and Dave Poulin, provided the
Adams Division Champions - firepower and Mark Howe, Kjell
Montreal Canadians Samuelsson and Gord Murphy
What can be said about the Cana- played tough "D". Montreal, look
dians at this point? They blew away out! The Flyers are ready.
Hartford in four straight and then Well, there it is, the Final Four..
avenged for their loss to Boston last The matchups are Chicago vs.
season by beating the Bruins in five Calgary and Philadelphia vs. Mon-
games. All' five games against treal. The winners advancing to the
Boston were one-goal games: 3-2, finals, the losers. go to the golf
3-2, 3-2, 5-4 and 3-2. Both teams course. Who will win the Stanley
were terrific and each game could Cup? Who knows? There is still a
.have gone either way, but the best lot of hockey yet to be played .
teams always find a way to win.
Montreal did that and did that
well. Patrick Roy was again
brilliant in net for the Canadians, as
he is proving to be one of the
league's best goaltenders. Roy, is
also blessed \'~ith a super defensive
core. The ageless Larry Robinson
played another gr~t series. The of-
fense, although not explosive, carne
up with timely goals. This all may
lead to their 24th career Stanley
Cup. It will be interesting to watch
a Montreal - Calgary final if it
materializes.
Patrick Division Champions -
Philadelphia Flyers
There is one team in the way of
Mo,ntreal making the Stanley Cup
finals - the Flyers. The Fiyers have
been in two tough series. They
knocked out. Washington in six
games and came back from a 3-2
series deficit to defeat Pittsburgh in
seven games - the seventh game
coming in Pittsburgh. Over the
years the Flyers, no matter where
they finish in the regular. season,
always come.to play in the playoffs.
Goalie Ron Hextall was great. But




AI Leiter for Jesse Barfield?
Hahahahaha... Hee hee hee.... I
thought it was a cruel delayed April
fools joke.
Once again, the jokes on Yankee
fans.
Barfield is a good outfielder, but
they gave up on a potential fran-
chise pitcher. And don't forget, the
Yanks still' have Rickey, Kelly,
Brower, Hall and when he returns,
a fella by the name of Winfield to
roam the outfield.
My semester of "Pucking
around" is over. For the rest of my
space I will hand out my summer
wishes.
To Yankee fans: A new owner.
To Rod Strickland: A chance to
play 30 minutes a game for. the New
York Knicks.
To Dave Wiest and other Met pit-
ching prospects: A chance tv pitch
regularly ... Anywhere.
To Karl Nelson: Good health.
To Raffy Santana: The regular
shortstop job when he returns .
To Guy LaFluer: 25 goals and 55
SCHEER MADNESS!
Since this is the last issue of The
Ticker for the Spring semester, I
won't be able to preview the Stanley
Cup finals which begin in the mid-
dle of May and run until the end of
May. Instead, I will just preview the
final four teams.
Norris Division Champions -
Chicago Blackhawks.
Chicago is the Cinderella team of
1989. After a poor season, at one
time being in the NHL's cellar, the
Hawks woke up in the playoffs and
are dominating their opponents.
The same team who finished last of
the 16 playoff teams, needing a last
minute win on the final day of the
regular season to make the
playoffs, beat Detroit in a six game
diviSiOn semi-fina: and easily ousted
S1. Louis in five in the division
finals. Can they knock off Calgary?
They can but probably won't.
Chicago's success is mostly due to
the spectacular goaltending of
Alain Chevrier. On offense,
everybody has contributed; Dennis
Savard, Duane Sutter, Adam
Creighton and Steve Larmer to
name a few. On defense, the heroes
have been Dave Manson, Keith
Brown, Bob Murray and Trent
Yawney. Coach Mike Keenan, who
left Philadelphia for Chicago, has
put together a team that has talent
.and confidence. If Calgary takes
them for granted, anything's possi-
ble.
Smythe Division Champions -
Calgary Flames
In two playoffs series, we have
seen two sides to Calgary. Against
Vancouver, the Flames were taken
to the limit and won in overtime.0'
Against Los Angeles, the Flames
destroyed the Kings in four straight.
Once again goalie Mike Vernon was
the big story as he stoned Gretzky
and the rest of the Kings all series.
The defense also was excellent, but
the offense exploded in the four
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It took Galileo 16 years to Dlaster the universe.
You haveone night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites befure the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, VIVarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hourS. Safely and conveniently. So-
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind· will stay razor sharp.
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(0 its feet with its thrilling clutch
play.
The "Charlie Hustle" Award-
Chris Demers, volievball.
Demers is a fatal team player. He
hustles when he is on the court and
roots hard for his teammates when
he is on the bench. He epitomizes
the "winning spirit."
The, "Bernie' M.V.P.- Ralph
Siriani, equipment manager.
This guy does it all. He's in
charge of uniforms. equipment and
everything else involved in Baruch
athletics. He puts up nets, sets up
the scoreboard and lends his sup-
port to ALL the teams. The teams
and recreation tournaments
wouldn't be the same without him..
. -:'.".~ .'
··:·:::·1tr#~~~_~"
also the captain. Reid made the
CUNY All-Freshman Team. He
started every game and shot an
outstanding 61DJo from the field in
conference games.
Most Improved Athlete- Frank
Gomez, bowling.
Gomez, who copped the Athlete
of the Month for November, im-
proved his average by 20 pins. He
finished second in his conference
with a 181 average.
. Most Exciting Athlete- Tyrone
Greaves, basketball and Hillary
Williams.
Beth of these players are speed
demons on the court. And Greaves
can also bomb away from three-
point range. Each brings the crowd
See Page 819
was no party as The Statesmen were
soundly beaten 17-4 in a game mar-
red with errors - 9 by Baruch.
Krochak said, "it was definitely our
worst game of the year."
Then carne the CUNY playoffs.
Baruch made it past the first game
as the Statesmen beat Hunter. Ser-
rano went 1-3, a triple and- 2 RBI's;
and Armando Lugo was 2-4 with 2
triples and 2 RBI 's. Macchiarola
picked up his fourth CUNY Con-
ference win, raising his record to
4-2.
In the semifinals. Baruch were
blanked by Lehman College 7-0.
Baruch were only able to muster
four hits all game.
The Statesmen continued their
season on a down note on May 1
losing to Concordia 8-3. Jeff Straub
went 2-3 and Vasquez had a run
scoring, triple.
The season is quickly coming to
an end. All that is left is the
Knickerbocker Conference playoffs
this week. After losing their first ten
games, the Statesmen went 7-6 to
bring their record to 7-16.
Although Baruch has shown im-
provement in their last 13 games.
their major weakness lies in their in-
basektbaIl/volleyball and Sakena
Parker. bowling/basketball.
Varcados was the top hitter for
the volleyball team and as the point
guard for the roundballers led the
team in assists. Parker was a back-up
center, who gained a lot of playing
late in the year. She gained her
greatest fame bowling. She had the
leagues. highest average, highest
series and was voted the League
M.V.P.
Freshman of the Year- Billy
Sappia, volleyball and Mike Reid.
basketball.
Sappia came to Baruch and
didn't just make the team, he star-
red. He was a feared power hitter
and jump-served superbly. He was
The veteran coaches turned their
tearns around. The ladies finished
second in the Hudson Valley Tour-
nament and ·third in the CUNY.
The men lost to the eventual CUNY
Champs, Staten Island in the Semi-
finals. They also made a post-
season tournament (Other than
CUNY) for only the third time in
school history.
Team of the Year- women's ten-
nIS.
These high achievers coached by
Bill Eng won the Hudson Valley
and CUNY Tournaments and only





doubleheader. On this day Baruch
would combine timely hitting and
good pitching by Joe Macchiarola,
who started and won both games,
as the Statesmen swept Hunter Col-
lege 12-1 and 5-1. Rob Serrano led
the way in game one with a three
run homerun and four RBI's.
On April 20. Baruch brought a
two game winning streak into City
College for yet another twin-bill.
And yet another sweep for the
Statemen. In game one. Edgar Vas-
quez led Baruch to a 10-3 victory
going 2-5 and 3 Rbi's. In the second
game Eddie DeCastro's bases clear-
ing 3-rnn triple in the top of the
seventh inning was the difference as
Baruch beat CCNY 8-5.
A day later the four game winn-
ing streak had come to a halt. The
Statesmen were beaten by
Stonybrook 9-6. Alex Lopez went
2-4, a 2-run homerun and 3 RBI's.
On April 23, Baruch played a
doubleheader against John Jay Col-
lege. The Statesmen dropped the
first game 7-2 but came back to win
the second game 9-6 in 11 innings.
In the second game, Joe Mac-
chiarola came in re .ef and picked
up his-third win of e week. In the
11th inning, Rich riolo drove in
Lopez, who I ff with a double.
for the winning run. Baruch added
2 insurance runs to seal the victory.
Baruch was forced to play
Stonybrook again on the 25th. It
By MICKEY KRAMER
As a final end-of-the-year tribute
to the many fine athletes who work
their butts off all year long it gives
me great pleasure to introduce the
Bernard Baruch Athletic Awards.
Hearby named, The Bernies.
Athlete of the Year- Hillary
Williams. basketball.
Williams made a name for
herself, in this her second year on
the team. She won countless honors
including Athlete of the Month.
CUNY AII- Star, CUNY Athlete of
the Week and topped it off by being
named CUNY M.V.P. Now she is
the first "Bernie" winner.
Coach of the Year- Ray Rankis,




Question: What happens when
you play your first ten games
against teams that either have their
own facilities or went to Florida
when you don't have any facilities
and didn't go to Florida?
Answer: You lose all ten games!
Yes. the Baruch College baseball
team opened up this season with ten
straight losses - all to teams that
either have home fields, indoor
facilities or went down to Florida to
play winter games in warm weather.
Coach John Krochak says. "It's
a major disadvantage that we didn't
go to Florida like the first eight
teams that we played. It's tough to
p!ay in 35 degree weather and all of
the r a i n o u t s turning into
doubleheaders didn't help ... Once
the weather started getting warmer.
we started playing better .. ,
After the Statesmen started at
0-10. something had to be done:
- Play CUNY teams. During the los-
ing streak, seven were against
Knickerbocker Conference teams,
two against CUNY Conference
teams and one independent.
On Monday April 17, Baruch
won their first game of the season.
edging Lehman College 13-11 in the
first game of a messy doubleheader.
However, in the nightcap, Baruch
dropped to 1-11, losing )2-3.
The next day was another
--
1--
